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with

Sharon
reported

Christopher
to push
PA-Israel

dialogue
DAVID MAKOVSKY

Fireworks light op the sky over Jerusalem’s Old City last night as part of a gala inauguration of the Old City’s new lighripp system
sponsored by France’s Keren Or association. (Arid krozoihnski)

near Tichon new Knesset Speaker
SARAH HONIG

PRIME Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and MK. Ariel Sharon
were due to meet late last night
to discuss the thorny issues
impeding the creation of a
national infrastructure portfolio
for Sharon. Sources close to
Netanyahu said a deal had been
struck and the affair was nearing
a successful conclusion.
On Sharon's side, however, feere
was silence.

Likewise, no word came from
any of the ministers, who would,
be asked to yield chunks of their

portfolios to the new ministry.

Justice Minister Ya’acov
Ne'eman, entrusted by
Netanyahu with working out the

details of the deal, spent the day
going back and forth between
Netanyahu’s bureau and
Sharon's office.

Prior to last night Netanyahu
and Sharon had not met in per-

son to discuss the new ministry.

Sharon spent most of the day
closeted in his Knesset office,

leaving only for votes in which
he had to tike part The fact he
secured a seat on the Knesset
Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committee is seen as a broad

hint to Netanyahu that he has

other alternatives; that if not co-

opted to the government, he
could embark on intensive

Knesset activity precisely where

he could prove the greatest

headache to Netanyahu.
According to several Likud

sources, Sharon has been offered

various alternatives about what

bis new ministry would encom-

pass. He reviewed these offers,

sent his answers to Ne’eman,

and received replies, all of which

kept Ne'eman on the move all

day.
Unconfirmed reports speak of

an agreement under which the

new ministry would get control

of: the military industries from

the Defense Ministry; the Public

Works Department and the Rural

Development Division from the

Construction and Housing

Ministry; authority for electrici-

ty and the Electric Corporation

from the Energy Ministry;,

responsibility for all rail traffic,

highway planning, and road con-

struction from the Transport

Ministry; long-term planning of

water supplies from the

Agriculture Ministry; and the .

Israel Lands Administration

from the Prime Minister s

Office. . .

It wfts not clear Iasi nignt

whether the offers to Sharon

Tame- after Ne’eman had tatted

the reluctant ministers involved

into making concessions or

whether it .is intended to t*ist

their arms later.

The- plan last mghf was for

Netanyahu to put the result of

veiS.’s negotiations to

Sharon as an official offer for

him to join the government. He

wwld also be offered member-

ship in the defense cabinet

Which would be expanded to

admit both Sharon and Science

Minister Ze'ev Begin.

MK Dan Tichon yesteiday became
the new Knesset Speaker after a
tense vote in the Likud faction

which he won, 13 to 11, followed
by a vote, in die plenum in which
he received the support of60MKs.
MK Abdul Wahab Darawshe

(Democratic Arab Party), who was
the only candidate to run against

him from another party, received

eight votes.

Later, in a short ceremony, out-

going Speaker Sbevah Weiss
(Labor) handed Tichon the

Speaker's gavel and raised a toast

jp Tichon s new office. In' his

acceptance speech; Tichon said he
was “very excited. I have come a
long way since I was a boy in

Kiiyat Haim Inear Haifa}."

Tichon, 59, praised his predeces-

sors in the Speaker’s chair. He is a
former deputy speaker and has
been an MK since 1981, specializ-

ing in financial issues. "Bom this

moment, I see myself as the

Speaker of the whole House and
all its factions. I see it as a duty in

this position, with your help, to

preserve the standing of the

Knesset as the bastion of democra-
cy. We stand at the gateway to a

fateful period for the Israeli peo-

ple, and important and fateful deci-

sions will be taken in this House.
We must all do our best to preserve

the level of civil discourse," he
said.

:

*T intend to bring the Knesset

UAT COLLINS

and die. people closer together,

make the Knesset House Rules
applicable to the 1990s; and
encourage greater participation of
MKs in the plenum and in the

committees." Tichon told

reporters.

Four deputy speakers were also

chosen yesteiday: Naomi Cbazan
(Meretz), Weiss (Labor), Haim
Dayan (Likud) and Meir Sheetrit

(Likud).

The voting in the Likud faction

room in the morning was often

tense, reflecting the fierce compe-
tition for die few positions open to
Likud MKs. As a result of coali-

tion bargaining, the Likud is chair-

ing only two committees- Foreign

Affairs and Defense, and
Immigration and Absorption - and
bolds a minority number of seats in

several committees.

MK Naomi Blumenthal, one of
the four candidates for the

Speaker’s post, rescinded her can-

didacy 3t the last moment, saying
she preferred not to compete for

the position and risk causing more
divisions and infighting in the

party. She was being promoted
largely to counterbalance the lack

of women MKs in the House. She
said she was saddened to see that

Israel was not yet ready to

advance women to top positions.

Nonetheless, Blumenthal was

appointed chairwoman of the

Knesset Absorption and
Immigration Committee. She
came out of the morning’s session

happier than MK Eliahu Ben-
ELissar whowas believed to have a

good chance, but lost in the first

round of voting and did not even
get a post on the Foreign Affairs

and Defense Committee. In the

first round, Shaul Amor led 11

votes to Tichon’s eight and Ben-
Elissar’s five,, but when the two
main contenders faced off in the

final round of voting, all those

who had supported Ben-Elissar
transferred their support to
Tichon. Amor was visibly upset

when he left die meeting after the

results were announced.- He said

he had been let down twice by
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, once when he
promised him a ministerial posi-

tion and once when he promised
him the Speaker's chair. His wife

Susie said he had been the victim

of political maneuvering and some
colleagues who came to offer sup-

port suggested that he was being
victimized as a Sephardi candi-

date.

Amor said: “I’m used to disap-

pointments. The people chose me
but I’m weak when it comes to

wheelers and dealers. I hope the

prime minister remembers that

beyond politics there is also such a

tiling as friendship and [being tree

to] one’s word."

Gesher members of the faction

(fid not participate in the meeting.

According to MK Michael
Kleiner, Gesher decided it did not

have the right to vote for the posi-

tion of Speaker or faction head
once it had been decided the posi-

tions would be held be an MK
from the Likud component of the

joint faction. Tsotnet MKs did par-

ticipate. Netanyahu (fid not turn up
for the vote.

MK Michael Eitan was chosen
as Likud and coalition faction

chairman.

VISITING US Secretary of State

Warren Christopher is expected to

tell Israelis and Arabs to stop their

recent verbal dueling and begin to

negotiate further, with a special

emphasis on Palestinian economic
issues, US officials say.

Christopher will today hold his

first meeting with Binyamin
Netanyahu since the latter was
elected prime minister. The secre-

tary of state will meet with

Palestinian Authority head Yasser

Arafat in Cairo tomorrow, and
will also meet with Egyptian

President Hosni Mubarak to dis-

cuss the outcome of the Arab sum-
mit.

There are immediate questions

to which US officials say they

expect Christopher will seek

answers from Netanyahu, includ-

ing ideas for serious dialogue with

the Palestinians and whether the

IDF will redeploy in Hebron.
Netanyahu has been holding con-

sultations with ministers and mili-

tary officials on different aspects

of the Hebron issue.

A key issue, US officials say, is

alleviating Palestinian economic

duress which has been exacerbat-

ed by the current extended clo-

sure."

“Looking at the Palestinian eco-

nomic situation is a high priority”

for Christopher, a US official said.

According to World Bank offi-

cials, Palestinian GDP per capiui

dropped 8% last year, and is cur-

rently expected to drop an addi-

tional 20% this year.

While the closure has been
eased somewhat since the elec-

tions, with 22,000 Palestinians

cun-emly permitted to work in

Israel, this is far fewer than (he

estimated 75,000 who were cross-

ing the Green Line before the

Febreary-March suicide bomb-
ings. LiS officials would like to

find ways to allow more
Palestinian goods in and out of
Gaza. They also note that due to

security reasons, Palestinian ship-

pers must use more costly Israeli

trucks.

Christopher may raise the possi-

bility of restarting stalled plans to

build joint Palestinian- Israeli

industrial zones.

Meanwhile, on the issue of
Syria, the picture looks bleak.

Christopher is expected to brief

Netanyahu on secret aspects ofthe
US-brokered talks that the Labor
government held with the Syrians.w
Netanyahu has said he will not

relinquish Israeli sovereignty on
the Golan, and Foreign Minister

David Levy essentially retracted

his statement of last week which

suggested that Israel could engage

in territorial compromise. Speaking

yesterday. Levy did not repeat his

statement dial die two countries

should meet “in the middle," but

rather said the two rides should just

sit ' and negotiate. Netanyahu's

office disassociated itself from
Levy's earlier statement

(Continued on Page 4)
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Bank of Israel raises rate 1.5%
THE Bank of Israel yesterday

stunned the business community
when it announced it is fairing its

short-term lending rate by 1 5 per-

cent, more than twice the increase

analysts had expected.

The new short-term rate, 17 per-

cent, returns the. central bank’s

basic price of credit to its level of

a year-and-a-half ago, and will

result in a similar increase of the

commercial banks' prime rates

effective Friday (Story," Page S).

Citing, among other factors, last

month’s 1.7% increase in the con-

sumer price index, which pushed

inflation to an annual rate of 15%,

the central hank said it was com-

pelled “to* return inflation to a

pace which would be consistent

with the government’s seated

goals."

The previous government set its

inflation goal for this year at 8%-

10%, slightly higher than last

year's 26-year-low of S.1%.

Besides the accelerated pace of

inflation, the Bank of Israel also

cited the NIS 3 billion budgetary

over-expendimre so far this year,

an excess which leaves the bank

Jerusalem Post Staff

no option but to tighten the money
supply and thus push the govern-

ment to meet the deficit limits to

which it is bound by law.

The currency markets respond-

ed to the move with increased

demands for the shekel, which
becomes more attractive when
interest rates rise. The dollar lost

nearly 1.1% of its value in yester-

day’s trading in Tel Aviv, settling

at 3.23 shekels to the dollar.

Against the Deuischemark die

shekel appreciated an even higher

1 .5%, trading at NIS 2. 1 03 to one
mark. Against the Bank of Israel’s

basket of leading currencies, the

shekel settled at 3.608, a 1.2%
appreciation compared to the pre-

vious trading day.

Business executives were aston-

ished by the steep rate hike.

Manufacturers Association

president Dan Propper said the

central bank’s move harms the

commercial sector, further aggra-

vates the current-account deficit,

and will ultimately result. in a

recession. Propper called on the

government to slash its budget
deeply and lay off civil servants.

Chambers of Commerce
Association President Danny
Gillerman called .the rate hike
“hysterical" and said it “reflected

[Bank of Israel] Governor Jacob

Frenkel’s lack of confidence in

the new government.”

Former finance minister

Avrahara Shohat said the move
was intended to allow the central

bank to refrain from raising its

rates in upcoming months, when
a series of expected Jow CPI
increases will not allow rate

hikes.

Responding to his critics,

Frenkel said: "I did not exagger-

ate; the rates are relatively low,

when measured in real terms."

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu met yesterday with

both Frenkel and Finance
Minister Dan Meridor for contin-

ued discussions on imminent eco-

nomic moves. Aides to the prime

minister said Netanyahu, in the

conversations, stressed the need to

reduce inflation and improve the

country's balance of payments.

Fasten your seat belts
AS fee dust settles following fee

new government’s version of

musical chairs, and wife each of

its cabinet seats - except Ariel

Sharon's - finally occupied, the

new ministers yesterday got a

harsh reminder of oik the roost

immediate tasks at hand; cleaning

up ‘ fee macro-economic .mess,

bequeathed to them by their pre-

decessors.

Evidently, Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel is deter-

mined 10 prod Finance Minister

Dan Meridor into executing fee

budget cuts that Avraham Shohat

would not sanction. Freokei is

COMMENT
AMOTZ ASA-EL

likely backed in this attempt by

Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu.

But monetary restraint in itself

will never be enough to stem

inflation or compensate for the

yawning fiscal, trade, and current-

account deficits accrued by the

Labor government.
• Practically all the protagonists

of our macro-economic melodra-

ma - the central bank, the

Treasury, fee industrialists, even

the Histadrur - aerce feat deep

budget cuts are essential to restore

the economy’s balance, stem
inflation, and generate sustainable

growth.

The problem is feat no one,

until now, was willing to pay the

price of a true Slowdown. The
Treasury would not dash with fee

rest of the government, fee

Histadruz would not agree to job

cuts, and the Manufacturers

Association, which openly sup-

ported fee previous government,
preferred to concentrate its fire on
a seemingly helpless Jacob

Frenkel.

.
(Continued on Page 4)
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"The Jewel of the Israeli Banking Industry."

Sakmon Brwhere. 2H.I%

"First Internationa! is the best regarded

of the major Israeli banks.-"

Unton Bank of Switzerland, global mcarch report, 15.12.95

First International is ranked No. 1 among

the five leading banks in Israel

by Thomson Bank Wuch. 5.1.96

If was not easy to achieve such high regard

from such prestigious international

institutions. It took years of hard work

and conducting business by a dearly

defined business philosophy that focuses

on safety. Mainly fee protection of our

dients assets and shareholders investments.

Our state of fee art practices and fee

performance of our professional staff are

dearly reflected in customer satisfaction

and in our balance shed Year after year.

FTBPs International Private Banking

offers non-Israeli residents, new

immigrants and Israelis living abroad

custom tailored products and services

feat meet their individual finandal needs

based on confidentiality and security.

For further information,

contact our International

Private Banking Department,

Tel Aviv, 22 Allenbv St.

Tel: (972)-3-51 00530

Fax: (972)>3-5100827

or our subsidiaries:

FTB1 Bank (UKl, 24 Creechurch Lane,

London EGA 5EH, Tel: (44>-17!-2835333,

F1BI Bank (Switzerland!.45 Bleicherweg,

Zurich 8027, Tel: (4D-1-2016969

or ante offices of Republic National Bank

of New York.
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£3THE FIRSTINTERNATIONAL BANK OFISRAEL



To Secretary of State Warren Christopher

Shalom and Welcome to Israel

As Secretary of State you have continued to foster the long standing friendship between the United States and Israel, for which we are forever grateful-

The bond between the two nations is unique. It is a close relationship based on similar interests, but most importantly on a commonality ofvalues. Paramount among

those values are the democratic tenets upon which our systems of government are founded. The will of the people is what matters to us both, what we respect.

When the people of Israel chose Benjamin Netanyahu they willed a change in national policy, they chose a different road to achieving the peace that everyone,

without exception, desires.

When the people spoke they said:
.

.
•

1. Yasser Arafat has not lived up to the agreements he signed. He cannot be viewed as a strategic partner in peace. He has not seriously fought Palestinian

terror, has not extradited known murderers, has not ceased his bellicose diatribes against Israel and the Jewish People, and for the "liberation" of Jerusalem. In

the two and a half years since the Oslo I Agreement was signed the number Israelis killed at the hands of Palestinian terrorists has more than doubled.

The people said, "Enough of a process that leads not to peace, but to death and desruction."

2. Jerusalem is not negotiable. In 1948 Israel agreed once to a divided Jerusalem and it did not bring peace. It has been the eternal capital of the Jewish People

for 3000 years. No nation would willfully tear apart the locus of its physical and spiritual life and neither must Israel. The Orient House and the other illegal

satellites of the Palestinian Authority must be shut down and moved out of the capital.

The people said that, "no part of Jerusalem is oil the table".

3. The Golan Heights must remain in Israel's hands. It is the "eyes" of the country and the source of 35% of Israel's water. With dictators such as Hafez el

Assad only a functional peace of deterrence can be reached; negotiated formal deals with tyrants are meaningless.

The people said, "Peace with the Golan and because ofthe Golan."

4. Jewish settlements in Yesha are not an obstacle to peace. Jewish settlements are not obstacles to peace any more than Arab settlements are. On the contrary,

they are "bridges to peace". The notion that peace can be achieved by uprooting Jews from their homes is unacceptable, is immoral. It is an extension of the

long standing Arab myth that Israel is the cause of regional instability and only her destruction will bring peace. To sever our ties to Yesha, to negate our right

to live there under Jewish sovereignty is to destroy the underpinnings of Zionism and our very right to Israel

The people said that, "the state cannot be reduced to 9 miles wide", and that, "the Jewish communities of Judea, Samaria and Gaza must flourish".

5. Hebron. Beginning with the origins anudaism^^ of One G-d; an unbroken chain of our earliest ieveiepS&it as a people on be ^
traced to Hebron. Second only to Jerusalem in hefholiness^ebrohhad a Jewish community which thrived continuously for over 3,000 yeat&Ihe community

-

was destroyed in 1929 in an Arab pogrom. The rebirth of Hebron's Jewish community is historically and morally just Nothing should be done to compromise

her security or ability to thrive and grow.

The people said, "There cannot be a promising future without respect for the past

"

We are confident, Mr. Christopher, that American foreign policy will respect the will of the

People of Israel. We were encouraged by your remarks on CBS's Face the Nation (June 2,

1996) when you said: "I think we'll have to adapt our policy to the current
situation circumstances do change and we”ll move into dealing with this new Israeli

administration wanting to have a good arrangement with them, wanting to have the same kind

of close arrangement, close discussions, one of trust and confidence, that we had with the
prior administration."

It is our hope and prayer that American policy will indeed adapt itself to the changed circumstances in Israel, maintain a relationship of trust and
confidence with Mr. Netanyahu and his cabinet, and respect the will of the Israeli People.

Respectfully yours,

Yesha Council of Jewish Communities in Judea, Samaria, and Gaza.

One Israel Fund/Yesha Heartland Campaign.

National Council ofYoung Israel

Americans forA Safe Israel

Emunah ofAmerica

Jerusalem Reclamation Project

Maamatz

Women for Israel's Tomorrow

B’tzedek

Professors For a Strong Israel

Gamla Won't Fall Again

American Friends of Hebron

American Friends of Shilo

Coalition For Jewish Concerns - Amcha
"

Pro Israel
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Levy backtracks from Golan
comments

Ministers back Har Homa site

FORIEGN Minister David Levy
yesterday appeared to shy away
from recent comments expressing
willingness to compromise on the
Golan Heights in exchange for a
peace treaty with Syria. He said
his comments about the two sides
meeting “halfway" had been mis-
understood.

“If peace serves the interests of
the two sides, we meet in the mid-
dle, which is to say that will we sit
and talk," he explained on Israel
Radio.
Levy had made die controversial

statements in interviews on both
television stations Friday night.

“I believe that if peace serves
both sides and they regard it as a
primary interest, they will talk

YOCHI DREAZEN and Itim

and meet halfway,'* Levy said in

an interview on Channel 2. Asked
.about the possibility of a Golan
compromise, he said; "At a cer-

tain stage, and only if we achieve
peace,”

Levy’s comments had been con-
demned by the Golan Residents
Committee, as well as by other

members of the cabinet
“The government has stated that

die Golan Heights is vital to our
interests, and we will not descend
from the Golan Heights," said

Agriculture and Environment
Minister Raphael Bi tan.

“The Golan must remain under
Israeli sovereignty for security

reasons," Education and Culture
Minister Zevutun Hammer said

on a private visit to Paris.

“In the event peace is estab-
lished, we do not want to depend
cm the world to guard our securi-

ty, but only on ourselves. We can-
not agree to a heavily armed pres-

ence on the foothills and the
heights," Hammer told a press

conference.

On Sunday, Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu also dis-

tanced himself from Levy’s
remarks, in a statement issued by
a spokesman. “Only statements

made by the prime minister reflect

Israeli policy on these political

issues," spokesman Michael
Stoltz stud.

CONSTRUCTION will begin soon on the

controversial Har Homa neighborhood in

southeastern Jerusalem. Interior Minister Eli

Suissa and Deputy Housing Minister Meir
Porush vowed yesterday. Last week, the

Jerusalem District Court lifted the immediate

legal obstacles blocking work at Har Homa,
when it rejected two petitions against the pro-

ject, by the Peace Now-affiliatied Ir Shalem
group and businessman David Meir.

The conn ruled that the petitions were pre-

mature because formal approval for building a
Jewish neighborhood on the site had not yet

been given. But it left open the possibility that

the petitions could be resubmitted 'once
approval is received. Ir Shalem and Meir say
they will appeal again.

In an interview with Israel Radio, Suissa

BILL HUTMAN

said:
M
I believe that work will begin on the

roads in the coming week?. The construction

of housing will begin in several months."
Porush told Israel Radio that he wanted

work to begin quickly on Har Homa. He said

it was important to provide more housing for

Jewish families in Jerusalem “to maintain the

demographic balance that has existed since

1967 [between Jews and Arabs] in die city."

Some 6.500 unit* are slated for the Har Homa
neighborhood. with work scheduled to begin on
2^09 homes this year, barring further delays.

An Interior Ministry1 source said architects must
sail make adjustments in the plan before it goes
to the minister for final approval.

Mess; Raz, a spokesman for Ir Shalem, said

his group would again appeal to the courts to

prevent construction of an ail-Jewish neigh-

borhood at the site, in an area annexed to

Jerusalem in 1967. "The minute [Suissa] signs

the plan, we will go to court and file a peti-

tion " Raz said. The Palestinian Authority has

also vowed to fight the project.

Meir, whose company owned a large section

of the land expropriated by the government for

the project, said he would also take the issue

back to court. "There is no reason that I and

the Arab landowners shouldn't be allowed ro

develop the land ourselves,” Meir said.

Bur Interior Ministry sources said they

believed Meir and Ir Shalem had weak cases,

and that mere was linlc rhat could prevent work
on the project - delayed for five years by repeat-

ed lecaj challenges - front beginnine soon.

Orient House clash averted

Knesset approves transfer
of authority to PM’s office

THE Knesset yesterday endorsed
a request by Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu to transfer
the authority for several infra-

structure-related fields to the
Prime Minister’s Office. This
includes the Israel .Lands
Administration and the Ports and
Railways Authority.
The jurisdiction for the Civil

Service, Government Companies
Authority, and Government
Advertising Office was also trans-

ferred from the Finance Ministry
to the premier’s office.

The changes are apparently nec-
essary to prepare the proposed
National Infrastructure portfolio

to enableMK Ariel Sharon tojoin

the government. Sharon was pre-

sent when the matter was raised in

the plenum but left before the

vote. The request was presented

by Health Minister Tzahi Hanegbi
(Likud), who has been chosen to

liaise between die government
and the Knesset The responsibili-

ty for the Israel Broadcasting

HAT COLUNS

Authority was moved from the

Communications Ministry to die

Prime Minister’s Office.

The Knesset last night also

endorsed the appointment of
David Levy as foreign minister

and Meir Porush (United Torah
Judaism) as deputy housing and
construction minister. Only a few
MKs were present for most of the

debate bat the opposition MKs
who did stick it out criticized the

transfer of power to the Prime
Minister’s Office. MK Moshe
Shahai (Labor) said only half the

public had voted for the coalition.

“Half the public is happy and half

is sad, and I'm among the latter,"

he said.

MK Haim Oron (Meretz) com-
plained dial no minister was pre-

sent for most of the plenum’s first

regular debate, and said he won-
dered whether die ministers were
scared to leave their offices in case

Sharon takes over while they're

Katzrin to

expand
industrial

Rights group
queries Arafat

on jailed

journalist
zone

i ....... ...... . . JON IMMANUEL
DAVID Ru6g£ '**'**» ^ —

THE Katzrin local council is plan-

ning to expand the industrial zone
near the Golan Heights township
to meet projected demand for

more factory space.

The plans call for the construc-

tion of an additional 10,000
square meters of industrial space

over the next four years at an ini-

tial cost of NIS 14 million.

The work is to be carried out by
the Katzrin economic develop-

ment corporation, a subsidiary of
the local council. This follows the

expansion of several existing con-

cerns in the past few' years,

including the Golan Winery, the

regional dairy, a pottery company
and a high-tech firm manufactur-

ing night vision equipment
'Loral council spokesman Shay

porat said the winery had invested

NIS 4 million in the past four

years to improve its visitors’ cen-

ter and increase production. The
Golan dairy recently completed a

new production line which boost-

ed output by 20%.
Porat said the winery is expect-

ed to invest a further NIS 7 mil-

lion on development and expan-

sion projects and other firms a

total of NIS 12 million over the

next four years.

He said expansion of the indus-

trial zone is expected to attract

new firms to the region which

together with the projected expan-

sion of existing companies would

create scores of new jobs.

Meanwhile, Porat said the first

pre-army Betar youth movement

group on the Golan would be

coining to Kiitzrin in August snd

would live in the. township and

work on community projects for a

year as part of their IDF service.

"REPORTERS sans Frontieres,
the Paris-based journalists’
rights organization, wrote to

Palestinian Authority President
Yasser Arafat yesterday
demanding to know why a Gaza
journalist, who claims he has
been tortured, has been jailed

for three months without
charges.
Samir Hamatou, 28, was

arrested bn March 17 in Gaza,
two weeks after the Bizengoff
Center bombing in Tfel Aviv. He
works for Qods Press in Gaza
City, and writes for the dailies

An-Nahar and AJ-BUad. He has
also worked for Aia'ariv.

TVo weeks ago he smuggled a
note from jafl saying he he had
been tortured physically and
spiritualty. He is married with
one son.

Quds Press is considered sym-
pathetic to Hama*; and another
of its reporters was jailed for.

seven months before being
released, but Hamatou is the
only journalist known to be in

jail in Gaza now.
Bassem Eid, representative of

RSF here, said that Palestinian

law is so complicated that it is

unclear how long a person could
stay in jail without charges.

In another case, a journalist

from Ramallah was jailed for

one month on criminal charges,

released, and then approached
this week by preventive security

agents. They asked him to coop-
erate by informing on bis

sources of information on sto-

ries involving drugs or weapons.
According to the tbe

Palestinian Basic Law, now in

its fourth draft, the constitution

wiD protect press freedom.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Kahaiani- We must honor Hebron withdrawal

Internal Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani aid yesterday the
.

Ne^tagovernment should honor its predecessor s agreements

StL Palestinian Authority that call for IDF redeploymentm™
mv ueraonal opinion, we have to honor agreements

he told reporters *. National Police

HMdoMrtenL He added that Jewish residents m the city and die

must remain under IDF control and dial remtonal

esabUshed betweCT HrtlOT “dKD7atA^
itv* Eavpt acquired missile launchers

J* v .
j roboned last night that Egypt recently acquired not only

^^marerfcls. but missiles and launchers that could be turned

crisis develop Channel l 's

°n
i^rcedreoort said the missiles and launches originated m

were transferred to North Korea, and then to^
Egypt-

Defend Minister Charles M2Ion is scheduled * arrive in

Shcm an official visit as part of the defense
Israel next nwn»

fend and France two yearn ago. The

»7sE?-S£!U" " ta teW“
amjiu uuia

countries every six months.

out MK Avraham Ravitz (United
Torah Judaism) called on Sharon
to consider long-term national

needs before demanding that bod-
ies such as the Israel Lands
Administration be transferred.

FAISAL Husseini, the senior PLO
official in Jerusalem, said he did-

n't know what all the fuss was
about, after police yesterday
threatened to prevent a gathering

at Orient House, the PLO head-

quarters in die city.

A Police Ministry spokesman
said in the morning that police

were looking into the planned
gathering, and would decide
whether to prevent it on grounds it

constituted illegal Palestinian

BILL HUTMAN

Authority activity- in Jerusalem.

In the’ meantime the gathering

was moved to another site in easi

Jerusalem, and ’he police threat

was lifted. Husseini said police

overreacted, and that all that had
been planned was a meeting of
Non-Government Organization
representatives.

He said there were electrical

problems at Orient House, which

forced the event to be moved.
“We often allow Orient House to

be used by different organiza-

tions." Husseini told The
Jerusalem Post. He described the

planned meeting as “not one of

our activities.”

But according to a police

source, the meeting at Orient

House was to have included rep-

resentatives of the PA, although

this in itself would not have con-
stituted a violation of the rules

limiting PA activity in Jerusalem.

Internal Security Minister

Avigdor Kahalani is scheduled to

meet with Jerusalem Police

CommanderAneb Amii today, ro

discuss, among other things, poli-

cy toward Orient House.
Sources in the Prime Minister's

Office expressed satisfaction at

the decision to cancel the meeting
at Orient House.
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Court criticizes firing

of civil service head
THE High Court ofJustice yester-

day sharply criticized the govern-

ment's decision to replace Civil

Service Commissioner Yitzhak
Galnoor, and issued a show-cause

Order giving the state two days to

justify the move.
Justices Aharon Barak, Gavriel

Bach and Mishael Cheshin were
hearing a petition by the

Movement for Quality
Government in Israel, which
Galnoor later joined as a co-peti-

tioner. The petition argued that

since the civil service commis-
sioner's job is to prevent the

politicization of the civil service,

it is improper for a new govern-

ment to throw out the incumbent
as one of its first acts upon taking

power. This move, the petition

argued, creates the suspicion it is

meant as an attempt to eliminate a
stumbling block to planned politi-

cal appointments.

In response, government attor-

ney Osnat Mandel argued Lhat the

civil service commissioner has

another job as well: He oversees

government policy on all matters

relating to administration and
manpower. Since Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu plans a

major restructuring of govern-

ment ministries, she said, it is cru-

cial that the civil service commis-
sioner be someone who shares

these goals and is prepared to

implement them.
Furthermore, she said, attorney

Shmuel Hollander, who is slated

to replace Galnoor, can hardly be
accused of politicization, since he

served under the previous Labor

government as both cabinet secre-

EVELYN GORDON

taiy and legal adviser to die Prime

Minister’s Office.

The justices, however, were
incensed by two things: The way
in which Galnoor 's dismissal was
handled, and the government’s
apparent violation of an interim

injunction against Hollander's
appointment.

Galnoor learned ofhis dismissal

from rumors. He asked Hollander,

who told him that he was slated to

replace Galnoor the following

day. Later that day. he got a call

from the Prime Minister’s Office,

telling him to vacate his office and

return his car and cellular phone.

‘'Did anyone speak to

Galnoor'?" Barak demanded. “Is

this how you fire someone?...

He’s a human being!"

Barak said Galnoor should at

least have been asked if he was
willing to implement Netanyahu’s

new policies, just as other civil

servants are given a chance to

adapt to new" directives before

being fired. Mandel argued lhat

Galnoor’s case was different,

since he is one of a handful of

civil servants on special contract

which permits them to be fired at

will with a month’s pay. However,
Barak did not appear convinced.

The justices also slammed the

state for going ahead with

Hollander’s appointment even

after the court issued an injunc-

tion against it last Wednesday.
One argument raised in the peti-

tion was that Hollander’s appoint-

ment had not been approved by a

special civil service committee, as

required. The government argued

that this was not necessaiy, since

Hollander had been approved by
the civil service when he was
appointed cabinet secretary.

However, to be on the safe side, it

set up such a committee the day
after the injunction was issued,

and the committee approved
Hollander's appointment on
Sunday.
Bach noted, however, that seek-

ing the committee's approval vio-

lated the court's injunction against

taking any action to implement
Hollander's appointment.

Did anyone even ask the attor-

ney-general whether it was legal

to appoint the committee, in light

of the injunction, Cheshin asked.

Mandel argued that the commit-
tee's approval was not really nec-
essary. When Meir Gabbai was
appointed commissioner, she
noted, he was also not approved
by a special committee, having
already been approved by the

commission for another civil ser-

vice post. While the last two
appointees were approved by a
special committee, this was only
because there was a question
raised about whether they were
political appointments, she said.

However, the justices noted, it

may be that a circular issued by
the attorney-general in these tiwo

cases made approval by a special

committee standard procedure.
Since the State Attorney's Office
was unable to locate this circular,

it is impossible to know for cer-

tain, they said.

The hearing will continue on
Sunday.

Brig.-Gen. Ephraim Eitan (center) examines air-to-air missies at the opening of Eurosatory *96 in Paris yesterday. Story, Page 8 iapi

Landau: Christopher should have delayed visit
SECRETARY of Slate Warren Christopher
should have waited another two weeks before
visiting, to give the government more time to

review and make policy decisions, MK Uzi
Landau (Likud) said yesterday.

“It would have made the visit more fruitful.”

said Landau, who was chosen yesterday to

chair the Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committee.

The division of seats on the committees
leaves the Likud with just two members on the

UAT COLLINS

prestigious committee - Landau and Ariel

Sharon - while a third seat was given by die

Likud to Moledet leader Rehavam Ze’evi. The
National Religious Party has six representa-

tives.

Landau said he hoped the committee would
set aside their political differences and focus on
the main issues concerning the committee, as a

supervisory body.

*Tn an era when the prime minister’s power is

being increased [following the direct elections

and establishment of the National Security

Council] it will be important to stick to at least

the former procedures, in which the Knesset

can have an opening through which it can look

at what the executive is doing,” he said.

New MK Gideon Ezra, a former deputy head

of the General Security Services, ran for the

committee chairmanship against Landau, but

the latter won 14 votes to three.

Court upholds ruling vs. company that misled pensioners
THE Supreme Court yesterday upheld a

lower court's findings that a company
which claims to help people obtain pen-

sions from Germany is misleading its cus-

tomers, but reversed a fine which the lower

court bad levied against the company.
The case stemmed from several suits filed

by the company, called the Organization for

Realizing the Social Insurance Treaty
Between Israel and Germany, against a
competitor, called CDR-The German
Pension Center. Both companies claim to

help Israeli citizens who are eligible obtain

German pensions. The CDR had charged,

in various publications, that the

Organization was abusing its clients' trust

to line its own pockets, and the

EVELYN GORDON

Organization responded by suing the CDR.
The Tel Aviv District Court ruled in the

Organization’s favor with respect to most
of the specific issues. But it found that the
CDR's basic charge against the

Organization was correct: Hie
Organization was abusing its clients’ trust

Obtaining the German pensions entailed

retroactively paying 25 years’ worth of pre-

miums, and most clients found themselves
unable to come up with the necessary lump
sum. The Organization had therefore

arranged for its clients to get loans from a'

credit agency to make this payment
However, when recommending this

agency to its clients, the Organization never
mentioned that it was a part-owner of the

agency, and shaitd in its profits. The clients

ended up getting little benefit from their

pensions, because almost the entire month-
ly sum went to repay die loan agency.

The lower court therefore charged the

Organization NIS75.000 incourt costs, say-
ing that despite CDR’s improper behavior,

it had performed a public service by expos-
ing the Organization. The Organization
then appealed!? the Supreme Court It also

asked thaiCTJR be obliged to pay it com-
pensation for slihder.

'

! Justices ShJomo Levine, Tova Strasberg-

Cohen and Dorit Beinish declined to inter-

vene in the lower court's factual findings,

but said they agreed with die lower court

that the Organization had acted improperly
in not informing its clients of its vested

interest in the credit agency. For this rea-

son, the court also rejected the

Organization's request for compensation.
However, it accepted the appeal with

respect to the court costs. Since the
Organization won the specific suits it filed,

it was hardly fair to make it pay the defen-
dant's court costs, the justices said - and
particularly since.CDR!s actions, even if

they wound up promoting the public inter-

est, were in and of themselves-reprehensi-

ble.

Herzog tipped for

Northern Ireland
peace talks

Therapist indicted for

sodomizing clients
RAINE MARCUS

TOM GROSS

NEWS IN BRIEF

Six people killed on roads
A young man was burned to death and ins friend lightly injured

when the car they were riding in hit a truck and burst into flames

near Mebola in the Jordan Valley. The burned man was declared

dead by MDA ambulances at die scene.

A 46-year-old Jerusalem woman was killed last night when a van

hit her as she was waiting fora bus just outside of Ramie.
In a head-on collision between two trucks, a man was killed and

two people seriously injured. A car overturned in die Jordan Valley

in the morning, and tire woman driving it was lolled. In a collision

on the Hebron-Kiryat Gat road, two people were killed, raw person

seriously injured and another moderately hurt
Near Moshav Kadima in die Sharon, a man was seriously hurt

when his car overturned. 4. .

Eleven people suffered light to moderate injuries when a .van-hit a
pick-up truck nearBaku Al-Gharhiya in Wadi AriL The injured

were taken in ambulances and, private cars to HiHel Yaffe Hospital

in Hadera. ' Itim

Show-cause order against MK who remains mayor
The High Court ofJustice issued a show-cause order yesterday

against LikudMK David Re’em’s failure to resign as mayor of
Kiryat Ata after being sworn in to the Knesset, as required by a
new law passed last year. Re’em is arguing that he should be
allowed to remain as mayor for another six months. The court gave
Re’em 15 days in which to justify his position. Evelyn Gordon

Peace Watch: 200 days' closure since Oslo
A report by Peace Watch says that, since the Oslo accords were
signed on September 13, 1993, there have been about 200 days of
full closure in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, some 90 of them
between February 25 and die elections last month. The last closure
cost the Palestinians $4 million to $5m. a day. Peace Watch says.

Jerusalem Post Staff

New director-general for interior Ministry
Interior Minister Eu Suissa yesterday accepted the resignation of

Director-General Amram Kalagi. He is to be replaced by Ya’acov
Efrati, director-general of the Jerusalem Municipality. Kalagi
wanted to resign two years ago, but because of the rapid turnover
of ministers had agreed to stay on. Jerusalem Post Staff

FASTEN

FORMER president Chaim
Herzog may be asked to chair the

stalled Northern Ireland peace

talks, according to unofficial

sources in London.
Belfast-born and raised in

Dublin, Herzog is in the rare posi-

tion of not only having gained

substantial diplomatic and politi-

cal experience during his years at

the United Nations and as presi-

dent, but has close family ties

with Ireland without being either

Protestant or Catholic.

Some key leaders among the

majority Protestant community in

Northern Ireland have expressed

dissatisfaction with President Bill

Clinton's choice to chair the talks,

former senator George Mitchell,

who is of Irish Catholic descent.

Ian Paisley,. leader of the

Democratic Unionist Party, earlier

this month denounced Mitchell as

"a crony of Gerry Adams," the

leader of the IRA's political wing,

Sinn Fein, before storming out of
the talks.

Herzog, 77, told The Jerusalem

THE Meteorological Service will

soon issue a daily forecast on the

amount of ultraviolet rays that

reach various parts of the country.

Israel will feus join Canada,
Australia and the US. whose resi-

dents have heard such forecasts

for several years.

Continual and uncontrolled

exposure to the invisible ultravio-

let rays of the sun can cause seri-

ous health dangers over one's life-

time, experts warn. Not only does

UV light age the skin, but it can
also cause cataracts in lens of the

eye and melanoma and other types

of skin cancer. The incidence of

melanoma has increased by 300%
during the past three decades.
An inter-disciplinary team of

scientists from Rambam Hospital,

the Meteorological Service and
(he Haifa Technion's school of
medicine and architecture faculty
have developed a technique to

Post that he is “very flattered by
the idea” that his name might be
put forward.“I was bom into the

conflict and grew up with it," he
said.

Political analysts in London said

Herzog may prove the ideal com-
promise candidate. The other
main candidate whose name has

come up informally as an alterna-

tive to Mitchell. Henry Kissinger,

is not considered suitable because
of his lack of ties with Ireland.

Herzog had a distinguished

career in the British army during
World War n, becoming head of
intelligence in Germany, but
through family connections he has
also been close to the nationalist

community in Ireland.

His father, Isaac, was the first

chief rabbi of an independent
Ireland, and a lifelong friend of
Irish nationalist leader and prime
minister Eamon de Valera, as a
result of which Ireland is the only
country in Europe whose constitu-

tion specifically mentions rights

for “the Hebrew communities."

estimate the level of UV radiation
from data collected at 20 stations

around the country.

The scale will range from below
4. when the danger is low, 4 to

6.9, when the danger is moderate;
7 to 8.9, when the danger is high:
and over 9, when the danger is

extreme. The team aims at

increasing awareness of the dan-
gers ofUV exposure.

The public will be warned to

avoid exposure to the sun during

the peak hours from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and also to use sunscreens,

wear broad-brimmed hats and
light clothing with long sleeves.

The team is also planning to con-
duct research on the changes over
the years in the intensity of UV
radiation in Israel and the Middle
East, and the effects on UV levels

resulting from changes in the
stratospheric ozone layer due to
air pollution.

CLINICAL psychologist
Alexander Milo was indicted by
Tel Aviv District Court yesterday

on charges of sexually molesting
two of his male clients.

Milo, who has tried to take his

own life in the Abu Kabir lock-up,

admitted to police that he commit-
ted sodomy and other indecent

acts on male clients, while telling

them this was part of their treat-

ment.

According to the charge sheet,

Milo, 49, told clients they would
recover from their problems after

sexual experiences with him.
Initially the clients were afraid

to complain to police about the

psychologist’s alleged actions.

A CONCERNED private citizen

has launched a hunger strike to

protest the decision to have only
one minister in charge of both the

Agriculture and Environment
ministries.

Veterinarian Bernard Hurwitz
started the strike 'this week with a

friend and says he intends to con-

tinue it until the government
reconsiders its decision to have
one minister - Rafael Eitan - in

charge of both portfolios. “There
is a clear conflict of interests here

between the pressures of the

fanners who are interested in

rezoning land for industry and
environmentalists who want to-

picserve land resources," Hurwitz
said yesterday. “Israel will be the

most backward country [in the

western world] when it comes to
environmental management and
protection.”

He also said the two ministries

have conflicting ideas on wildlife

management, pesticide use. and
the pollution problems resulting

from agricultural policy such as

the disposal of animal feces and
waste. “People are ignoring the

tremendous pressure on land
use.” he said. “But things can’t
cany on like this."

Hurwitz is also writing protest
letters to the prime minister and

According to a district attorney’s

office representative, the fact it

took them a while to complain
shows the influence a man in

Milo's position had on his clients.

According to the charge sheet,

one client was sexually abused for

12 months, while the second was
abused for six years. One of die

ways Milo misused his role as a
therapist was to hypnotize his

clients while they were naked.
The case surfaced when a 23-

year-old man filed a complaint to

Holon police, who launched an
undercover investigation before
arresting Milo. Following his

arrest, other male clients lodged
similar complaints.

other government officials.

Although he started his action as

a private individual, he has won
the support of the Society for the

Protection of Nature in Israel for

his struggle.

Omer mayor
bans Gefen
concert
DAN 1ZENBERG

MK Pini Badash (Likud-Tsomet),
the mayor ofOmer, has banned an
appearance by pop star Aviv
Gefen in his town because the

singer did not serve in the army.
Badash 's decision was con-

firmed by his spokesman, Nissim
Nir.

Gefen 's lawyer, Ron Mayor,
told Israel Radio talk show host

Shelly Yehimovich that Gefen had
volunteered to serve in the army
after being found medically
unsuitable, but the army turned
down his offer.

Mayor charged that Badash had
previously exploited his position

and forced bis opinions on the

general public. “It is not the first

time that people have reacted to

Aviv in a way that has nothing to

do with the facts,” he continued.

“Unfortunately, he has gotten
used to it But to say that it does-
n’t affect him would be an exag-
geration.”

According to Nir, the perfor-

mance was scheduled for July 5.

Meanwhile, Israel Radio report-

ed that pop stars Rita and Rami
KJeinstein will not appear at the

annual Arad festival, where three

teenagers were crushed to death at

a conceit last yean The two joined
other stars, including ShJomo
Artzi, in boycotting this year’s

festival, the radio said.

(Continued from Page 1)

But now it's time to pay up. Not
only can the government no
longer afford to live with an Sll
billion trade deficit or a $4.1b.

current-account deficit, but

Netanyahu has hinged his politi-

cal fortunes on a Thatcherist pro-

gram of tax cuts and state-asset

sales.

For this actually to happen
would require a hefty NIS 5b.

budget cut, and a wave of layoffs

the likes of .which has not been
seen since the 1 985 austerity plan.

Only after drinking this bitter

medicine can the remarkable
growth the economy has seen so
far this decade develop into a

durable turning point in this coun-

try's economic history.

Yes, the layoffs will hurt But
ultimately they would generate
the kind of healthy labor mobility

which in the 1980s, following the

cancellation of the Lavi fighter-

plane project, dramatically accel-

erated the high-tech sector's

growth rate.

Apparently, this is what
Frenkel, Meriden; and Netanyahu
have in mind. It is the rest of the

government which has yet -to

understand that the fiscally

expansive business that ministers

traditionally, tended to promote
can simply not continue. The
beauty of it is that they simply
don’t have any choice. Lf

Frenkel’s prodding won’t help,

then tire currency, stock, and debt
- -markets’ effective whips will do

the job later on. ...
Hopefully, Netanyahu's pre-

election sound bites on economic
. issues will soon be translated into

a comprehensive package of eco-
nomic measures. In that event, we
may have to fasten our seat belts
fora rough ride in the near term.
But, if well managed, Israel's

long overdue Thatcherist revolu-
_tion could lead to a soft landing
just in time for the next elections.

CHRISTOPHER
(Continued from Page 1)

Last week. President Bill
Clinton privately suggested that
Syrian President Hafez Assad
nay. have missed his chance to
regain fee Golan.

During’ his visit here,

Christopher will also .meet Leyy,-

ppposition leader. Shimon Ect^s

and President Ezef Wetziflim-
’

*

.

After visiting;

Christopher willv fly.^tp-. Lyqt^

France, wfesre.be
- participate

in... fee snniniib Of >the7- seven

industrialized "states.

A Biography of Vladimir (Ze’ev) Jabotinsky

by Shmuel Katz

This Is the tong-*waited English version ofthe biography ofone of the

most dramatic figures of 20th century Jewish history - Ze'ev Jabotinsky,.

founder of Revislonlsni -Journalist, noveDst, poet, soldier; Bnguist and

outstanding orator. Shmuel Katz has drawn on archival material,

unpublished and newly translated letters, and extensive sources for this

account of fee center of Zionist hbfcwy In the 1920's and beyond. Katz

himselfb known as an author and newspaper columnist; he has used

newly available archival documentation in this meticulous and

comprehensive biography, from Odessa. 1880 to New York, 1940. 2

Previously piMshed In Hebrew as JABO. Hardcover, 2 vol., 1856pp. i
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Russia’s Zyuganov
seeks post-election pact
COMMUNISTprcsidendai candidate

Zyuganov, Trailing President
Sons Yeltsin in opinion polls ahead of
the July 3 election runoff, called yes-
®Ktay for a national peace pact and a
coalition government.

Zyuganov, spelling out details of
a proposal he has made before, sug-
gested a three-way carve-up of gov-
ernment posts after the election,
based on results of December's par-
liamentary' poll.
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There was no immediate reaction
from Yeltsin's camp but liberal ex-
candidate Grigory Yavlinsky, who
announced conditional backing for
Yeltsin! yesterday, dismissed the
idea.

“The communists cannot be con-
fident of victory. They have no
grounds for this. This proposal is
repeated from time to time and I

cannot noc take it seriously. It is pre-
election propaganda,” he said.

Yeltsin received a boost yesterday
when tee liberal Yabloko movement
led by Yavlinsky decided to
him in the runoff, setting only mild
conditions' for their support.
Yavlinsky wrote a letter to Yeltsin

seeking a more welfare-oriented
economic policy, a commitment to
ending the war in Chechnya, and a
pledge to reduce his powers.
The Yabloko leader, who won 5.5

million votes in the first round, told

a news conference he saw no
chance of Zyuganov winning.
"Half of the people who voted for

me will now vote for Yeltsin, but we
are now talking about the other half
of my voters. If these votes are so
important for Mr Yeltsin, he has to
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convince them to vote for him.”
But the pro-govemmcm political

movement Our Home is Russia
sharply criticized, former presiden-

tial candidate Yavlinsky yesterday

for his lukewarm attitude.

Yavlinsky, a liberal economist
who came in fourth in last week's
first round of presidential voting,

has been resisting endorsing Yeltsin

in tiie runoff.

“Yavlinsky’s inability to make up
his mind and clearly express his

position as to whom his movement
will support in the July 3 runoff is

very frustrating,” said Sergei
Belyayev, leader of the Our Home
faction in parliament.

Yavlinsky, who beads the Yabloko
party, was showing “detachment
from his electorate and political

childishness," Belyayev told the

Interfax news agency.

Communist leader Zyuganov pro-

posed a list of names for a “Council
of National Accord” including lead-

ers of all parties in the State Duma,
the lowerhouse of parliament. After

tee election the body would be
changed by a constitutional amend-
ment into a State Council which
would essentially cake over the

powers of tee president.

Zyuganov, 51, who has not cam-
paigned since the June 16 first

round-in which he trailed Yeltsin by
three points, declined to answer
questions on his plan but said he
would hold a news conference

today.

He said the Council would lay

down policy and form a national

unity government in which a third

ofposts would go to his communist-
led “national-patriotic” bloc, a third

to the current government and a
third to other Duma factions.

“Russia is in a serious situation

and no single political force is in a

dominant position,” Zyuganov said,

citing the danger of a “national col-

lapse’*.

Zyuganov's passive campaign has

raised doubts about whether he and
his backers are really interested in

winning the runoff. He is said by his

aides not to be planning any cam-
paign trips.

Some Russian analysts say the

communists want to come a
respectable second to Yeltsin and
use their control of the Duma to bar-

gain over the new cabinet.

Yeltsin has promised to renew his

team but has shown no inclination

to compromise by bringing in com-
munists or dilute his own powers.

When he organised his own “Treaty

of National Accord” in Match 1994.

the communists boycotted it.

Last week he sacked three top

officials, including personal securi-

ty chief Alexander Korzhakov, who
were said by Russian commentators
to be sympathetic to communist
coalition overtures.

Zyuganov's list of suggested cab-

inet members included two Yeltsin

loyalists, Moscow mayor Yuri

Luzhkov , and Murtaza Rakhimov,
president of the ethnic republic of

Bashkortostan.

3 die in Pakistani political riots
ISLAMABAD (AP) — Interior Minister Nasuullah
Babaar called for a judicial inquiry into the deaths of
two protestors and a police officer killed Monday
when police clashed with a mob of anti-government
demonstrators.

At least 60 others were wounded, nine ofthem seri-

ously, when police shot at 500 demonstrators who
were marching on the capital to protest a new budget
with heavy new taxes, state-run Pakistan Radio
reported.

Twenty of the injured were police officers, tee
radio report said.

One police officer died of injuries he sustained

when a mob retaliating for the shootings ransacked
and set fire to bis highway sentry post.

In a brief statement to lawmakers in the capital,

Islamabad, Babaar admitted the protesters had been
killed by police, but accused the demonstrators, of
turning violent

“Several persons ampng, jhe protesters were^
armed,” Babaar was buoied'^ saying.
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The government called in the army to block roads

linking Rawalpindi to Islamabad, just 10 1cm away.

The demonstration, led by Pakistan's small but

powerful right-wing religious party, Jamaat-e-Islami

or Party of Islam, quickly spun out of control, wit-

nesses said.

The mob screamed anti-government slogans and

pelted police with stones and empty bottles, they

said.

Police retaliated, firing dozens of tear gas shells

that sent tee crowd of mostly young men in their 20s
scurrying into a maze of narrow laneways.
When they returned some were carrying burning

tear gas shells wrapped in a wet rags that they hurled

back at the police.

Police fired bursts of bullets into tee air but some-
times into tee crowd, said one witness.

“The police aren't trained. First the rifle is in the air

and teen it's rimed at the crowd,** said Khurshid
Ahmed, a local photographer.

The body of one young worker, barely 20, was car-

ried by his comrades to a nearby building, where
Jamaat-c-Islami leader Qasi Hussein Ahmed said a
prayer for tee dead boy.

“He was shot is tee stomach and he was bleeding a

lot He died on the spot," said Khurshid Ahmed.
Another wounded protestor died later in hospital.

The government blamed the killings on the protes-

tors saying several policemen were mjuretHn ihe •
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“Scores of people sustrined injnries and'dozens of
vehicles damaged when a mob ... turned violent and
resorted to firing," tee official Associated Press of
Pakistan said.

Demonstrators later set fire to a police station in

Rawalpindi and beat tee lone police officer on duty

there, said a police spokesman, who did not want to

be named.
Ahmed was briefly detained by police butwas later

released.

Quebec
national

celebration
turns violent
JEBEC (AP) - Rioters broke

ndreds of windows, looted

>ps and set fire to a government

Iding as Quebec's national hol-

y celebrations turned violent

ly yesterday.

ive police officers were injured

I about 80 people arrested in tee

ting in the historic district of

ebec’s old quarter. The damage

s estimated by police at

50,000 (NISI.2 million).

;ricks and rocks tittered the

rets and repair crews replaced

ne of the hundreds of broken

idows in office buildings,

taurants, hotels and banks,

lower pots were tamed over,

oden benches were pulled apart

{ glass bus shelters were

itroyed in a rampage lasting

>ut four hours.

>uebec City Police Chief

rmand Bergeron said 240

ice officers were on duty but

h an estimated 2,000 rioters,

s difficult for police to do their

None of the police injuries

s serious.

Nigeria starts campaign against

Commonwealth suspension

LONDON (AP) - A 17-strong

I'Sgesian delegation began a cam-
paign yesterday to lift Nigeria’s ais-

pension from the Commonwealth and
avert sanctions and possible expulsion

from tee 51-nation organization.

The delegation led by Foreign

Minister Toro Btimi held talks

behind closed doors with a special

Commonweal* committee which is

considering steps against Nigeria's

military government for its blatant

disregard of human rights and
democracy.
The committee was established

last November when Nigeria was
suspended from Commonwealth
membership at the organization's

summit meeting in Auckland. New
Zealand. While tee meeting was in

progress, the regime executed nine

minority Ogoni leaders, despite

international pleas for clemency.

Lagos's Thisdoy newspaper

reported yesterday that during

Nigeria’s two-day meeting with the

Commonwealth, Bonn will demand

the tiffing of Commonwealth sus-

pension, tee cessation of talks about

further sanctions against Nigeria

and support of the Commonwealth

for Gen. Sani Abacha’s three-year

transition to democracy program.

Sami also wants a platform for

regular dialogue between the

Commonwealth and whai he termed

“Nigeria’s credible government,'
1

the paper said.

The eight-member
Commonwealth Ministerial Action

Group, chaired by Zimbabwe's
Foreign Minister Stan Mudenge,
also includes the foreign ministers

of New Zealand, South Africa,

Ghana, Malaysia, Jamaica, Canada
and Britain. Abacha has refused to

allow the group to visit Nigeria.

The Financial limes said yester-

day that the outcomeof the meeting

will affect Nigeria’s main trading

partners, tee United States and the

European Union.
“Bote are reluctant to apply eco-

nomic sanctions against the oil-rich

country and are looking to tee

Commonwealth to take the lead,"

the paper said.

British companies are the largest

investors and exporters to Nigeria.

At its last meeting in April, the

ministerial group recommended that

Commonweal* members ban arms
exports to Nigeria, withdraw mili-

tary attaches, halt mflitaiy training,

ban sporting contacts and down-

grade cultural links with Nigeria.
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An Orthodox priest preaches to Ukrainian commandos during a break in field exercises at their base near Kiev yesterday. Since
Ukraine’s split from tbe Soviet Union, the church has taken a Arm foothold in the country’s military.
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Hague war crimes tribunal to hear
testimony against Karadzic

THE HAGUE (Reuter) -

Witnesses will rake tee stand in

tee Hague court Thursday to testi-

fy against separatist Bosnian Serb

leaders Radovan Karadzic and
General Ratko Mladic, co-accused

of genocide in (he Bosnian war.

But neither Karadzic nor- his

military henchman will be in tee

dock at the UN war crimes tri-

bunal for former Yugoslavia.

The tribunal’s two most wanted
men, charged last July with atroc-

ities during the three-year siege of

Sarajevo and again, four months
later, over the bloody Serb assault

on tee UN “safe area" of
Srebrenica, are widely seen as tee

main obstacle to peace in the for-

mer Yugoslavia.

They remain at large, running

their political and military opera-

tions from the Bosnian Serb

stronghold in Pale.

Hobbled by the international

community's political inertia and
unable itself to go to Bosnia and
arrest those it accuses of war
crimes, the tribunal has to fall

back on its Rule 61 process - a

mechanism which allows prose-

cutors to present evidence at pub-

lic hearings against those charged

but not arrested.

But the rules of the tribunal, set

up by the UN Security Council in

1993, do not allow for a trial in

absentia.

“Rule 61 is a reminder to the

international community to keep
its word and enforce its own deci-

sions following the Dayton agree-

ment," said tribunal spokesman
Christian Chartier.

Over seven days, survivors and
witnesses will’ give evidence

about a long, grim list of atrocities

allegedly orchestrated b> the two
Bosnian Serb leaders.

One key witness is likely to be

Drazen Erdemovic, a young Croat

who pleaded guilty to crimes

against humanity in May. claim-

ing he had been forced to take part

in the summary execution of hun-

dreds of unarmed Moslem men at

Srebrenica.

He is due to be sentenced in

early July but not before he has

given evidence.

Ton Karremans. commander of

the Dutch LIN peacekeeping force

at Srebrenica, is also due to testi-

fy-

Judge Fouad Riad is expected to

confirm the indictments and issue

international arrest warrants

against Karadzic and Mladic,
making teem fugitives, unable to

leme Bosnian Serb territory with-

out tee risk of capture and extra-

dition to The Hague.
Announcing the Srebrenica

indictment. Riad said events in

July 1995 were like scenes from
hell, with “unimaginable sav-

agery
-
against Moslems, as many

as 6.000 of whom are believed to

have been slaughtered in what has

been called the worst atrocity in

Europe since the end of World
War Two.
The two men are accused of

responsibility for other alleged

atrocities throughout Bosnia - tee

sniping campaign against civil-

ians in Sarajevo, the holding of

UN peacekeepers as human
shields, mass executions and the

shelling of Tuzla in northern

Bosnia teat left 195 people dead
and wounded.

US Supreme Court will decide on
Clinton sexual harassment case

WASHINGTON (AP) - The US Supreme
Court agreed yesterday to decide whether a
sexual-harassment law’suit against President

Clinton should be delayed while he remains in

office. The action puts tee lawsuit by a former
Arkansas state employee on hold until after

November’s presidential election.

The court said it will hear Clinton's argu-

ment that presidents have “unique responsibil-

ities" and almost never should have to face

trial in private civil lawsuits while in office.

The justices are expected to hear arguments
this fall or winter in the lawsuit filed by Paula
Corbin Jones. The court likely will issue a rul-

ing in 1997.

Clinton welcomed tee development. “The
White House is pleased that tee court has rec-

ognized the merits in tee petition put forward

by tee president's attorneys," press secretary

Mike McCurry said while traveling with tee

president in Nashville, Tennessee.

McCurry said the president was informed of
the ruling during a break in the families* con-
ference he was attending there.

Jones’ lawsuit alleges that Clinton proposi-

tioned her in a Lillie Rock hotel suite in 1991

while he was governor of Arkansas, but that

she rejected his suggestion.

Clinton has denied ever having an encounter
with Jones and has said he cannot recall

whether he ever met her,

Jones, who filed tee lawsuit in May 1994, is

seeking more than dlrs 700,000 in damages.
A federal judge in Arkansas ruled tear a trial

should be delayed until Clinton leaves office

but that pre-trial fact-gathering could begin.

An appeals court, houe^’er, ruled in January
teat the case could go to trial during Clinton’s

presidency.

"We hold teat the Constitution does not con-

fer upon an incumbent president any immuni-
ty from civil actions teat arise from his unoffi-

cial acts.” the appeals court said. It said tee

trial judge should manage the case to avoid

interfering with Clinton’s official duties.

In tee appeal acted on Monday, Clinton's

lawyers said teat absent "exceptional circum-

stances," a sitting president should not have to

face trial in a private civil lawsuit.

No other president ever has been compelled

to do so. his lawyers said, adding that a trial

could jeopardize tee constitutional separation

of powers between tee judiciary and presiden-

cy.

Notice is hereby given

to stockholders of Y.O.E.L. Jerusalem - Oil Exploration Ltd.

In accordance with the Security Regulations (Bids for Acquisition) 1994

(henceforth "Regulations of Bids for Acquisition")
by

Mr. David Etiyashiov, I. D. no. 001426578 (the Bidder).

That on June 20, 1996, the bidder submitted to the Securities Regulation Commission, to the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange Ltd., lo the Registrar

of Corporations, and to Y.O.E.L Jerusalem Oil Exploration Lid. ("the Company"), a proposal of an offer ol acquisition, according lo the

specifications of the regulations of offers for acquisition, addressed to all the holders of regular stock of NIS 1 of the Company (henceforth

“the stocks"), to acquire from the stockholders 20.920.555 shares in the company, constituting 25% ol the total stocks issued and redeemed

by the company.

Date of specifications: June 20, 1996.

According to the specifications:

1. The bidder is interested in acquiring from the stockholders 20.920,555 regular stocks of NIS 1 each ol the company, which constitute

25% of the total stocks issued and redeemed by the company.

2. The bidder will pay NIS 2.80 (280%) for each 1 shekel whole stock to be acquired by him in the context of the sale purchase offer. The

dosing price of the stocks on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange as of June 19, 1996 was NIS 2.27 (227%).

3. A precondition of the bidder's commitment to purchase the stocks under the proposal is that the minimum degree of response be no less

than 25% of all the stocks offered and redeemed by the company, that is, not less than NIS 20,920,555 regular shekel stocks. Should

the degree of response be less than that amount, the bidder is permitted not to acquire any stocks, or to acquire all of the stocks that

have been proposed In practice under the conditions ol the offer of purchase.

4. The offer of purchase will be executed by means of exchange member, the Bank Igud Le-lsrael Ltd. (henceforth "the bid coordinator"), by

the method detailed in ihe specifications. The bid coordinator will ensure the execution of the bidder's obligation to pay the amount

specified in the purchase offer.

5. Notification of acceptance may be submitted between June 20 and July 4, 1 996 (dales of acceptance), between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Stockholders who are not fisted in the company's registry of stockholders may submit a notification of acceptance to the member of Ihe

Stock Exchange holding their deposit, as detailed in paragraph 5.1 of the Regulations.

Stockholders who are listed in the company’s registry of stockholders may submit a notification of acceptance to the office of the bid

coordinator. Bank Igud. Diamond Exchange Branch, 3 Rehov Jabotinsky, as detailed in paragraph 52 of the Regulations.

Copies of the full text of the specifications can be obtained from banks, from members of the Stock Exchange, and from the office of the bid

coordinator, as given in paragraph 5 above..

Copies will be sent to stockholders registered in the company, to the address fisted in the company’s books.

The full text of the specifications is binding. This announcement does not obligate the bidder nor does it constitute an offer by the bidder.

David Eliyashiov

i
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Coalition partners’ responsibility

I
N electing MK Dan Tichon as Knesset

Speaker yesterday, the Likud faction may
have been sending a message to Prime Min-

ister Binyamin Netanyahu. Tichon has been one

of the most outspoken critics of Netanyahu's

decision to give his coalition partners control of

most Knesset committees, charging that this

will leave the government unable to implement

its programs.

The Likud proper is currently slated to con-

trol only two of the seven committees the coali-

tion will chair, with David Levy’s Gesher Party

chairing a third. The other four will go to

coalition partners.

What is significant, however, is that chair-

manship of the three most powerful committees

in the Knesset have all been allocated to the

religious parties.

United Torah Judaism will control the Fi-

nance Committee, which approves not only the

state budget, but also various budgetary trans-

fers and adjustments on an almost daily basis. If

this committee balks, the government may be

unable to get funding for its projects. Further-

more, this committee is responsible for prepar-

ing all major economic legislation.

The National Religious Party will chair the

Law Committee, winch prepares most major

non-economic legislation, and Shas has been

granted control of the House Committee, which

determines Knesset procedure. This committee

can ease legislation through the Knesset or put

stumbling blocks before iL

While the Likud will control the prestigious

Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee, this

committee has little real legislative power.

Furthermore, though the allocation of com-

mittee seats has not yet been finished, it appears

that the coalition partners will be heavily repre-

sented on many key committees at the Likud’s

expense. This is critical because on most com-
mittees, the coalition has a majority of only one

seat. If all the parties do not show up.for crucial

votes, the coalition is likely to find itself facing

a string of embarrassing defeats.

This problem is heightened by the fact that in

the last Knesset, Shas, and UTJ MKs, in partic-

ular, were conspicuously absent from most
committee meetings. Should this behavior con-

tinue, the government will be paralyzed.

Netanyahu would be well-advised to do what

he can to increase the Likud's representation on
important committees. However, due to the

lavish promises he made in the coalition negoti-

ations, his options are limited. To a large extent,

he can only hope that his partners show the

same loyalty to coalition interests that charac-

terized Meretz during the previous government
The religious parties took one significant step

towards greater integration into national life by
their decision, for the first time, to openly

endorse one party’s prime ministerial candidate.

Russian immigrants did the same by placing

Yisrael Ba’aliya in the Knesset with seven

seats. If both groups continue this trend and act

as responsible members of the coalition for the

next four years, the country will be the winner.

If, however, Netanyahu’s generosity to his

coalition partners turns the Knesset into the

dysfunctional entity Tichon gloomily described

last week, he will have felled a major test of his

leadership - and the country will pay the price.

An honorable resignation

I
TAMAR Rabinovich’s resignation this

week as Israel's ambassador to Washington

came as no surprise. A man of keen intelli-

gence and integrity, he knew he could not

faithfully sewe the new government in this

most crucial of diplomat postings. As head of

the talks with Syria under prime minister Yitz-

hak Rabin, (former Foreign Ministry director-

general Uri Savir replaced him in this role after

Rabin’s assassination), Rabinovich was closely

identified with the Labor government’s willing-

ness to consider major territorial concessions on
the Golan Heights in return for a peace treaty

with Damascus. The new government guide-

lines, however, state clearly that retaining sov-

ereignty over the Golan is to be the basis for any
arrangement with Syria. Not even the elasticity

sometimes demanded of diplomats could
stretch over this difference of outlook.

Unfortunately, not all of Rabinovich's col-

leagues intend to follow his example. The most

blatant political appointment in the diplomatic

service, and the most shocking in terms of its

pure cynicism, is that of Ora Namir as ambassa-
dor to China. Namir, who was disappointed

with her relatively low position on the Labor list

of candidates for last month's elections, re-

ceived an ambassadorship from then-foreign

minister Ehud Barak in return for agreeing to

step down from Labor’s Knesset list. Labor, at

that time, was looking for a “volunteer" to give

up his or her slot to parachute a Russian immi-
grant to a safe position on the list, in the hope of

attracting the immigrant vote.

Namir, who is no political novice, took the

precaution of leaving the country to take up her

post before election day. Thus the new govern-

ment finds itself saddled with an ambassador in

Beijing who was party let all the decisions of the

Labor government over the past four years.

The new government is also left with politi-

cal appointments in two other highly sensitive

postings: Moscow and Amman. The ambassa-
dor to Jordan, Shimon Shamir, has said he will

discuss his future with senior officials in Jerusa-

lem, but Aliza Shenbar - whose appointment

drew fire from the start, since she was neither an

expert on Russia nor a Russian speaker - has

repeatedly insisted that she will serve out her

terra in Russia.

Given this background of problematic ap-

pointments in the foreign service, one hopes

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu will exer-

cise care when choosing Rabinovich’s succes-

sor. Before his government was formed, Netan-
yahu talked of a “government of excellence.”

The horse-trading and undignified scenes that

accompanied the government's formation took

some of the shine off that promise. Some of the

mistakes made then stemmed from hasty deci-

sion-making. Netanyahu should not rush or be
pressured into a hasty decision on this posting.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
THE MURDERERS OF HEBRON

Sir, - The world is telling the

State of Israel that Hebron must be
given to the Arabs because the Arab
population there is so much larger

than the Jewish one. But why is this

so? In 1929, the unarmed Jewish
inhabitants of Hebron were massa-
cred by the Hebronite Arabs and the

city was made Judenrein. After the

1948 War of Independence, al-

though Israel allowed Arabs to live

in the areas under its control (gener-

osity for which it is suffering today),

no Jews were permitted to live in

Arab territory.

The murderers of Hebron were
never punished or held to account

for their 1929 butchery. Are they or

their descendants to be rewarded

now fra* their eradication of the Jew-
ish population of Hebron by being
given the opportunity to make He-

bron “empty of Jews" again?

In I Kings, it is related that King
Ahab of Samaria, despite bis great

possessions, coveted the small vine-

yard belonging to Naboth, the Jez-

reelite. When Naboth refused to sell

hi family inheritance. Queen Jezebel

bad him falsely accused of blasphe-

my. He was stoned to death, and

Ahab took possession of the vine-

yard. The prophet Elijah came to

Ahab to warn him that the crime

would not go unpunished, and said,

“Have you murdered and then

inherited?"

Today, history repeats itself. Eli-

jah is not here, but we say to the

Arabs of Hebron, “Have you mur-
dered and now want to inherit?"

To those in the Arab world who,
despite their millions upon millions

of square miles of territory, covet

the small sliver of land that is the

inheritance of the Jewish people and
have killed and terrorized in their

attempts to wrest it from (hem, we
also say, “Have you murdered and
now want to inherit?"

SHIRLEYLANDMAN
Brooklyn, N.Y.

GOOD FOR THE WORLD
Sir, - How would die canard

inton is good for Americans” or

Kohl is good for Germans” sound

outsiders? It would sound like

cist tripe just like its unashamed

raeli counterpart Only, it still

imes as a shock to read Jonathan

iass’s corollary (“Is it good for the

ws?’\ June 14) that what is “good

r Jews is good for the world.”

low about what is “good for

mericans is good for the world"?)

It carries with it the not faint

hoes of the inevitable march of

estern civilization which is sup-

sed to be “good for the world."

All the wrong and harmful political

conclusions derived from a literal

interpretation of the Bible result ulti-

mately in the self-righteous domina-

tion of the environment and indige-

nous peoples.

Rather what is “good for the

world” is good for everybody, in-

cluding the Jews. Coexistence and

humaxuiarianism are good for every-

body. Respecting the rights of indig-

enous peoples would be a step away

from self-absorption and towards a

more global awareness.

JANET WOVE
Jerusalem.

ESTHER HERTZOG

Ms

Martyrs in Oslo’s name
CAN this government escape

from the trap called Oslo in

spite of the “sanctity” of
agreements?
When the prime minister goes to

the US, he will surely take along a
list detailing American breaches of
promise - for example, Henry
Kissinger's undertaking not to rec-

ognize the PLO or support a
Palestinian state. The US systemati-

cally eroded this pledge well before

Oslo.

Another example: President

Fad’s promise to uphold Israel’s

claim to continued possession ofthe
Golan. Another Eisenhower’s guar-

antee, in exchange for Israel’s retreat

from (he Sinai in 1956, to safeguard

free navigation through the Straits of

Tiran. When Abba Eban rushed off

to die US demanding fulfillment of

this solemn promise, the Americans
“couldn't trace’’ the document in

question.

In 1922 die League of Nations

granted Britain a Mandate over

Palestine on condition tfaal it commit
itself to establishing “a Jewish

national home" in Palestine. Just 17

years later Britain issued the notori-

ous White Paper virtually abolishing

ELYAKIM HA'ETZNl

army. They promised prior submis-
sion of the names of those who
would be recruited into it, allowing

Israel to exercise right of veto in the

event it made the most notorious

murderers officers and governors.

Nine thousand policeme grew into

20,000. and Nabil Shaath threatened

dial should the IDF dare to enter

RamaDah in the pursuit of terrorists,

an array of 5,000 would be waiting

for it (according to Oslo, the number
of policemen allowed fa die whole
Ramalbh district is 1,200).

They agreed that die Palestinian

The ‘sanctity
1

of

agreements doesn't

oblige the complying

party to be a
candidate for .

sainthood

refuge for them.

They pledged to respect “the prin-

ciples ofhuman rights aid the rule

of law,” but established a regime
like Saddam Hussein’s, making
many Arab Hebronites beg the IDF
to stay.

THE "sanctity" of agreements does

not oblige die complying parly to

martyr himself as a candidate for

sainthood, fulfilling obligations even

when conditionshave changed.

Before proceeding any further,

along the Oslo road, we should be

allowed to ask: Had we known
beforehand that the otherade would
tum in this kind of performance,
would we have relinquished respon-

sibility for security in all diose Arab
towns? Would we have cleared;

knowingly, eight hotbeds of tenor?

And now just one town remains,

more sensitive and dangerous than

all theothersput together in vrttidi a
strong Hamas element confronts a
small, vulnerable Jewish communi-
ty.Arewe obligated to walk into dis-

aster with open eye^? -

After Arafat's treatment of foe.

Oslo agreement, Israel, was fully

entitled k> regard him as befog in

MISTER Limor Uvnat

IBA chief Mold

A . ^JCirsftenbaum. and

columnists Shmuel Shmtzer and

Tommy Lapid have all pereuaded

me: Our official TV’ channel
murt

be privatized,-even if not for the

reasons they suggest.

Why? Because Channel 1 is a

channel by Israeli men. for Israeli

men. Women can have no interest

in a channel that perpetuates dis-

criminaiiortagainst them - using,

moreover* their license fees to do

iL

A TV channel that has no time

for half foe population is certain-

ly not official in any meaningful

sense- Proof? You don’t have to

look far.

A recent No-man 's-land dis-

cussed “the people against the

hostile media" and the proposal

to privatize Channel 1. No less

than 10 men graced the program,

but not a single woman - not

even Communications Minister

Livnat, who has expressed very

negative views about what gets

shown on TV. The barely-con-

cealed message was that we
women have nothing to con-

tribute to serious debate.

The program also reflected the

distorted way public hostility to

the media gets discussed in the

official electronic media itself.

Rightists claim that this hostili-

ty is a reaction to the media’s

“leftness." But it isn’t a question

of left or right The public feels

hostile to a snobbish and chau-
vinistic establishment in which it

feels it has no voice.

It's an establishment media,

and everything boils down to

who’s in power. Everyone kow-
tows to the minister.

Lapid wrote in Ma'ariv on June
14c “The party in power has sub-

tie ways to influence program
content,” and he should know.

In the same No-man’s-land
someone cited the Scandinavian

countries as the rally places in foe

world where state TV isn’t

despised and there’s no problem
levying the license fee. Nothing
else was said on the subject.

Instead of hearing more about

the only spot on the globe where
there is both political equality for

women and enthusiasm for state

dbus by which treaties remain bind-

ing “under foe prevailing circum-

stances” - in other words, they may
be changed under altered conditions.

Hebron is a good case in point

Another list our prime minister

will have in his pocket will detail

Palestinian breaches of the Oslo
agreement Following are only those

breaches relevant to the Arab
demand that the IDF withdraw from
the city.

The Palestinians undertook to

establish a police force, but built an

ty, and even theirown female citizens.

They swore that “Palestinianswho
have maintained contact with the

Israeli authorities wiD notbe subject-

ed to acts of harassment, violence,

retribution orprosecution.”The real-

ity: They kifl. kidnap and torture

them. They committed themselves

to refrain from ‘incitement and hos-
tile propaganda," but never have.

They undertook to fight terrorism,

but trade deals with Hamas. They
agreed to extradite terrorists, bin
turned all their towns into cities of

score, knowing that it is really a
requiem for us, he could remind his

hosts how the US took Texas, New
Mexico. Arizona. California etc,

breaking, changing and adapting

treaties tonew realities-not to speak

of dozens of agreements with foe

Indians which were cruelly violated.

Above aH Netanyahu should ask
Clinton: If you were in ran shoes
what would you do?

The writer, an anomeyandformer
MK, fives in KbyatArba.

Business in the Bibi era

LOCKED UP
Sir, - For four long years we, the

religious community, should have

been praying to God that the peace

process should succeed. That should

have been our sole message. Instead,

all we did was preach hatred and

cause hatred which led to assassina-

tion. Now we are making endless

demands and giving ultimatums —
again causing antagonism.

Seems to me that we pray to God
in the morning and then lockHim up
in the Aron Kodesh and from that

moment on, everything is: “I,”

“me,” “we,” “us.” “Poor fellow,

we haven’t beard from Him for a

long time-He obviously can’t be of
modi assistance anyway as He has

probably pensioned Himself off.”

Seems to me we should start tak-

ing a good hard look in the mirror,

because I can’t imagine how God
can be very pleased with our behav-

ior - that is if we really believe in

Him and not only in His Torah, the

Halacha and foe Mashiah.

MIKE CLAZER
Ganei Tikva.

RABBI JACOB HAZOUT
Sir, - 1 am most eager to locate

those who were taught and guided

by the laie Rabbi Jacob Hazout,

from Marrakech, Morocco, in the

Salat Leazma Yeshrva, in order to

try and gather the rabbi’s manu-
scripts for the completion of a book
which is being written about him.

This book will be translated into

French and English and will be dis-

tributed worldwide.

JOSEPH FEDIDA,
3 Michael Street,

Haifa.

US corporate executives are

asking, "Is this foe time to

move ahead with business

investment in Israel or place such
plans on the back burner until we
have a better understanding of foe

future of the peace process between
Israel and the Palestinians?"

I would respond as follows: In his

speech to the Likud on June 2, and
in his prior statements. Prime
Minister Netanyahu set these goals,

which should encourage American
CEOs interested in setting up shop
in Israel:

• To advance the peace and the

negotiating process with all of
Israel’s neighbors.

- To strengthen the peaceful rela-

tions already established with foe

Jordanian kingdom and with Egypt,
and to tty to advance foe negotia-

tions with other Arab states.

There has been concern that foe

Netanyahu government might dis-

continue peace talks with the

Palestinians. The premier has open-
ly declared that foe process will

continue, although at a possibly
slower pace.

- Israel can become one of foe

most advanced economies, among
foe world’s top 15. It can double the
per capita gross national product in

less titan a decade and double the

population through immigration and
increased natural birthrate over the
next 15 years. It could have an econ-
omy of a quarter-trillion dollars,

including the most powerful
resource of all: a gifted people with
a technological base, able to com-
pete in foe world marketplace of
tomorrow.

• To implement finally a free mar-
ket economy that is not controlled

by large bodies or bureaucrats, an
economy that won't hold the coun-
try back.

- To privatize 50 more Israeli cor-

porations.

• To sell off land to private

investors.

ELMER L. WINTER
• To expand technological devel-

opment within Israel

It can be anticipated that

Netanyahu, a graduate of foe
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, will increase training

facilities and expand R&D capabili-

ty
Zev Holtzman, chairman and
CEO of Giza, the Israeli afTTH^ of
foeUS investment bankAlex Brown
& Sons, reported that he does not
expect the political situation to affect

American CEOs
concerned about .

moving ahead with

business plans

here needn’t be

foreigners’ plans to invest in local

high-tech industries, even in the
short run, explaining that the major-

ity of high-tech firms’ activities are

in foe international market
But be did predict that foe election

results would lead to a temporary

standstill in foreign investors’ plans
to purchase state-owned assets.

“In general, foreign investors

aren’t that concerned with the elec-

tion results,” Holtzman said. “They
realize the change in- rule is part of
democracy and expect foe new gov-
ernment to implement a right-lean-

ing but liberal policy.”

I BELIEVE that our US corpora-
tions will open facilities in Isaei as
long as they can expect a high return
on their investment. Israel offers
many incentives: high-quality engi-
neers and managers, free trade
agreements, and engineering capa-
bility. I see no reason for US com-
panies to tum away from Israel -

unless they are seriously concerned
about terrorism.

US companies have planned to
manufacture products for the 200
million-strong Arab market If the
peace process continues, there will

be substantial opportunities for US
companies to sell products manu-
factured in Israel to buyers in the

West Bank, Gaza, Egypt, Syria,

Jordan, Lebanon, etc., and foe
future will hold the possibility of
joint manufacturing . ventures
between US, Israeli, and Palestinian

corporations.

US companies will provide orders
for products, technology, and mar-
keting capability. Israeli companies
will supply anR&D component and
free market access to die US and
Europe. The Palestinian company
will provide foe manufacturing
component,' utilizing low labor
costs.

If foe peace process fells by the
wayside and the Palestinians resort
to serious acts of terrorism, some
US companies will put investment
in Israel on the back burner: We
must recognize that US companies
will only want to do business in a
secure climate.

There are many peace-related
projects m the offing. Some US
companies have been impressed by
foe potential of 218 projects sug-
gested by the government (at a cost
of$25b.) to construct new business-
es in the region.

The major proposals call for 28
water development projects ($9b.),
18 energy development projects
($6b.), eight industrial parks

SoSe*
25 agricultural projects

Â
d 36 t

.
ourism projects

(12.5b.). All require cooperation
between Israel and its neighbors.
These projects would present sub-
stantial opportunities for US com^
panies.

The writer is chairman of the
e EconomicCrvwthof

doesn’t take

women seriously.

Privatizing it

can only help matters

REALLY? Well come on then,

ladies - let’s boycott die license

fee. Ifour misogynistTV channel
doesn’t end up privatized, we can
at least send out foe signal font

they’d better show us some
respect or, they won’t get our
money. - -

If they insist on keeping us off
the-screen and out of positions of
influence, if they broadcast hours
and hours of male-oriented foot-

ball, male-oriented basketball,
male-oriented politics and male-
oriented economics, then we
need to hit diem where it hurts.

Last Saturday’s Media File
only reinforced my conviction
that Channel 1 needs privatizing.

Channel 2 mightn't be any
great bastion of feminism add
equality (just watch the commer-
cials) ’but at least there women
are an essential part of foe pro-
gramming, and people like

Merav Michaeli are interviewed
wifo respect by Micha Friedman.

It was Channel 2 drat first

adopted foe idea of a man and
woman as joint nightly news
anchors. Aral comparing liana
Dayan’s programs on Yemenite
children aid social workers wifo
foe same sortofthingon Channel
1 makes ypu realize the advan-
tage an independent channel has.
Private television depends on

viewing,figurps for its existence,
which means it has to consider all

viewers’ needs.

By contrast state television,
whose income is guaranteed from
public funds and the compulsory
license fees, can ignore whom it

likes, and that usually includes
ttomen (and the socially disad-
vantaged).

_So, Channel 1 powers-that-be:
Go ahead and broadcast more
raale-onented sports. Forget that
mere are people oat there in oou-
ote. Forget about discrimination
against women.

I dare you.

The.writer lectures on sodolo-
gy and anthropology at Beit Bert
College in Kfar Sava.

clarificatk
tie, too late” w
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operatic death
and the maiden

MICHAEL A.F7cMeTnnT

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Tragedy shadows Arad fest

DEBORAH Riedel dan,when reminded that^been hailed by AuatraiSf
critics as the new
Sutherland. 'There are sintiff-
aes of repertoire but she was and
sul! is a fabulous singer and I am
just at the beginning of my
career." Riedel says i„* a ph^conversation front Melbourne
where she's gening ready fo™

^

evening concert.
The Austral ian-born soprano

will be singing one of her
favorite roles, that of the con-
sumpuve Mimi in Puccini's La
Boheme, s» times with the Haifa
Symphony Orchestra early next
month.
She adores the role. “Puccini

deals with normal human beings
Its timeless music relatabie to
every situation - even AIDS -
which is why it can be updated.
Everyone can relate to the love
hate and denial in it."

The opera has a personal reso-
nance for Riedel. “It's interesting
to explore that aspect of life; we
are all going to face it at one stage
and it’s quite a challenge.
Personally I have only lost my
great-aunt in my lifetime so I have
yet to be touched by death. And

No power
shortage
here

IN TUNE
DAVID BRINN

LOAD
Metallica (Helicon)

Metallica has always done
whatever it wanted. The most
popular heavy-metal band in the

world got that way without the

help of radio, MTV or any of the

other usual outlets. Instead it took
its music directly to the denim-
jean-clad youth of America and
then Europe, who accepted the

band’s deafening, frantic sound as

its own.
The music business has come to

deal with Metallica on the band’s
terms and not the other way
around. For this reason, evei\ if its

music is just too heavy. fSrj&tnrj. 1

tastes (as it is for mine);;the band

'

deserves
!

the
Ti
respect accorded

rock's most touted iconoclasts.

As the years have passed, the

band's pyro-speed metal arid rum-
bling rhythms have been gradual-

ly replaced by more standard hard

rock. But Metallica has nevera-

bandoned its integrity. Indeed it

was even asked to headline the

hipper-than-thou Lollapalooza

Festival this summer.
With the release of Load, its

most diverse album, the band con-

tinues to explore new realms

while still blowing out the speak-

ers.

The band’s First album since

I99 Ps wildly successful self-

titled effort (called the Black

Album by fans), Load offers more
of the same and also less of the

same. Half the tracks still consist

of crunching guitars, plodding

rhythms and singer James
Hetfield’s growling, roaring

vocals. If you like it, you love it.

dying on stage is an interesting
way ro explore it."

'

Butwhy does Mimi have to die?
.'kkn’t always 'happy end-

mgs, Riedel argues. "Puccini
wanted something that didn't end
nappiiy, he was inclined to go for
the tragedy, for stronger and more
theatrical emotions. You must
realize that he was a very good
writer for the box office."

THE AUSTRALIAN diva, who
began her career as a mezzo-
soprano, but in the last eight years
bas switched to soprano roles,
now lives in London with her hus-
band, tenor Paul Ferris. “We still

have a house in Australia and visit
regularly. After all this is our emo-
tional home.”
She will make her Metropolitan

Opera debut in New York next
season as Donna Anna in
Mozart’s Don Giovanni, a role
Sutherland sang all over the
world. But Riedel feels most com-
fortable singing Bellini and
Donizetti.T think I’m best served
in (he bel-canto repertoire."

Although she has always sung
Mimi in staged productions,
Riedel is looking forward to the

concert performances in Israel:

‘La Boheme' can be updated
to relate to AIDS, says Riegel

“The audience will be able to feel

the music and the language even
mare strongly. We wii? have to

paint the pictures of the situation,

to create those feelings."

She promises not to wear a reg-
ular concert gown for the occa-
sion but something more in keep-
ing with the character. T'm hav-
ing it especially made, it’s not too
flamboyant but rather more
restrained and refined. This new
gown will give a better picture of
Mimi as a character.” As for the

color of the gown, “(hat’s a sur-

prise and in order to find out
you’ll have to come to the con-
cert”
The HSO presents La Boheme

July 7, 8, 10 and 1 1 in Haifa. 1 3 in

Kiryat Haim and 14 in Jerusalem.

THE show must go on. say
organizers of the Arad
Festival, despite pleas from

the parents of three teenagers
trampled to death during fast

year’s pop-music event.

On July 8 Tel Aviv District

Court is scheduled to hear a peti-

tion from the parents of stampede
victims Eiian PeJeg, 17. Na'ama
El-Kariv, 15. and Chen Yitzhak.
16. to prevent the festival from
taking place. Meanwhile, the

organizers say precautionary mea-
sures have been taken for the

August 6-8 event. The deaths and
more than 150 injuries occurred
last July 18, preceding what was
to have been Mashina's farewell

conceit.

“Nothing has changed.” said

Orli El-Kariv, mother of one of
the victims. "The same people are

running the show. They told us
last year that nothing would hap-
pen to our children, and I lost my
daughter. Do we live in a banana
republic, that nothing has been
done?”
The results of a government and

police inquiry were forwarded to

the southern regional district
-

attorney's office, but DA Yisfca

Leibowitz has not yet completed
her investigations.

Justice Department spokes-
woman Etti Eshed says the DA's
office expects to work intensively

on the file during the summer

HELEN KAYE

court recess and that a decision

can be expected sometime during
the fall.

The Aiarock. where the stam-
pede occurred, and the stadium
itself will not be used this year,

said festival producer Nahum
Langsam. The festival will be
smaller and confined to venues
where security can be strictly

monitored. The entire festival, he
stressed, has been planned as
meticulously as a military opera-

tion.

The required chief security offi-

cer (there was no one working in

this capacity Iasi year) is known
only as Gershon "because he
works in a sensitive unit and we
can't publish his last name."
Langsam said.

Veteran producer Langsam has
replaced last year's producers,

Roy and Yossi Schwartz, who
were blamed fertile disaster along
with Arad Festival Association
heads Bezalel Tabib (who is also

the mayor of Arad). Avinoam
Werbner and Moshe Glantz.

Although Werbner resigned from
the AFA. he is still deputy mayor
of Arad.

Asked why the festival couldn't

be postponed until the DA pub-

lished her findings. Langsam said

that if the festival was canceled “it

Heavy-metal’s Metallica attained a late-blooming hipness by refusing to depart from their deafening, frantic formula.

If you don’t, it sounds like pun-
ishment
On the otherhalfof the disc, the

ftiythms become a little lighter,

the tempos a bit more subtle and
the music more than one-djmen-

sional.

Taking a cue from the Black

Album’s musical highlight,

“Nothing Else Matters,” the tend

experiments with vocal har-

monies, chiming guitars and a

toned-down sound.

And it works! Tunes like “Until

It Sleeps” and “Hero of the Day”
hit the mark both musically and

emotionally. But both pale in

comparison with “Mama Said," a

powerful acoustic tune that’s

embellished by Hetfield’s

poignant pedal-steel guitar.

Apparently about the death of (he

mother of one of the band mem-

bers, the tune dunes with emo-
tional intensity.

The testosterone crowd will

love this album for die crunchers,

but the rest of us can also get

something out of iL Metallica has

learned that power doesn’t come
only from amplifiers.

HAPPY HOUR
SWATCH PARTY

Compilation (Hed Artzi)

I can guarantee that most ofyou
have heard some of these tracks

before. Remember the last time a

car sped by while you were walk-

ing? Its windows were open and a

young male driver with his hair

slicked back had music playing

from the state-of-the-art CD play-

er. It was so loud and the car was
vibrating so strongly, you (bought

it might explode. The only distin-

guishable pattern was a steady

“thurapa thumpa thumpa" that

sounded totally unnatural, as

though it was made from heavy
machinery or a power drill.

Well what you were hearing

was one of the hit songs from this

collection of dance, trance and
house music that are staples

across the country’s discos.

I couldn't distinguish between
the dance and trance part because

it all put me into a trance. Only
near the end of the 16 tracks,

when I heard a snippet of an actu-

al melody sounding similar to

U2’s “Where the Streets Have No
Name,” did I break out of the

trance, only to be lulled back in

by the next track.

For better or worse. Happy
Hour's industrial sludge represents

the sound-track music of the ’90s

much the same way that the retro-

TV hit Happy Days represented

the music of the '50s. And the guy
driving the noisy car is Richie

Cunningham 40 years later.

AIN'T THAT A SHAME
Hush-puppied crooner Pat

Boone, who 35 years ago sani-

tized the music of Little Richard

and Fats Domino for white audi-

ences, intends to make heavy
metal palatable for the geriatric

set.

The Christian singer, now 62,

has been smitten by the air-guitar

bug and is planning a fall album
with 1 3 covers ofhis headbanging
favorites. Included will be covers

of Guns ’n‘ Roses. Meeadeth and

Metallica, and featured players

will include Slash, Eddie Van
Halen and Alice Cooper.

Going to hell and back with a revised ‘Don Giovanni’

WHY tinker with perfec-

tion? The Israel

Chamber Orchestra did

its best with Amnon Wolman’s

Mozart's Don Giovanni Revisited,

but still failed to convince that it

was worth doing in the first place.

Fortunately, the same cannot be

said of the performance of

Rimsky-Korsakov’s lovely short

opera. Mozart and Salieri.

The two operas featured four

excellent singers: bass Yuri Kissin

as Salieri and tenor Evgeny

Shpuvalov as Mozart in Mozart

and Salieri

;

and the adorable and

recently much missed soprano

Gladys Mayo as Donna Elvira,

and baritone Dan Ettinger as Don

Giovanni, in Wolman’s Don

Giovanni Revisited.

In Wolman’s work, Donna

Elvira alone represented all of the

CONCERT ROUNDUP

Don’s women. She and the Don

were shown as an ordinary couple

whose life was an eternal

sequence of quarrels and reconcil-

iations.

To implement this idea Wolraan

incorporated various short scenes

from Mozart’s original opera,

interpolated by 18 short sections

from the overture. And he used a

huge display of electronic

devices: recorded original Don
Giovanni excerpt transmitted via

a computer, very beautiful land-

scape images, torsos, pillars of a

palace, a variety of frightening

masks, displayed on a huge video

screen, an amplified harpsichord,

and of course the orchestra, which

was incompetently and carelessly

conducted by Yuli Turov sky.

Wolman pursued his ideas and
used his technical means with

remarkable persistence, but it still

ended with the Don being con-

demned. If Wolraan intended to

overturn and overhaul- Mozart,

why not have the Don lifted up
into paradise?

Perhaps Wolman, who directed

his own work brilliantly, is a more
imaginative and productive as a

director than as a composer.

Noga Theater. Tel Aviv, June 20.

Benjamin Bar-Am

THE Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra is a musical chameleon.

On certain nights it can play like

some of the best orchestras in the

world. But on others it delivers

some truly embarrassing rendi-

tions of the great masterpieces in

the repertoire. Some conductors,

however, consistently manage to

draw the best from the orchestra

and one of them is its chief guest

conductor, Sergiu

Comissiona.Comissiona led the

orchestra in a towering rendition

of the overture to Verdi's rarely

performed opera / Vespri

Siciliani. The overture was played

with a huge, yet refined sound.

His rendition of excerpts from
Prokofiev’s monumental ballet

Romeo and Juliet was stunning in

its care for details on the one hand
and its sheer magic on the other.

In between Comissiona and the

JSO provided a very delicate yet

robust accompaniment to Silvia

Marcovici’s vivacious playing of

the Khachaturian violin concerto.

Henry Crown Symphony Hall,

June 19.

Michael Ajzenstadt

This ‘Swan Lake’ takes flight in Caesarea

THE immortal bind of ballet

never fails to stir the expec-

tations, work on the emo-

tions and conjure up glamour

London's Royal Ballet presented

its latest version of Swan Lake at

the Caesarea amphitheater (June

22 ).
~ Was it the shimmering night

sky* Or was it something m the

stv\e of the Covent Garden com-

panv now so miraculously anted

to this tak of woe in all its beau-

iv? It was probably both. This was

a* performance to remember and

qUSe as a ballel landmark, espe-

ciallv for its crowd *enei bw

also for its staging, decor and
cos

lurnes; in short its beauty.

Of the principals. Darcey

DANCE
DORA SOWDEN

Bussell was an appealing, elegant

Odette-Odile. Her Odile didn t

differ much from her Odette as a

dancer, but she didn’t show

enough “wickedness” to be her

father's daughter or to blind the

prince to her nature.

Her capable prince (Jonathan

Cope) was handsome, and more

the prima ballerina’s
than

prop

just

The four cygnets’ pas-de-quatre

was charming. The trio who enter-

tained the prince in his garden

was outstanding and the jo of

Errol Pickford, Belinda Hatiey

and Nicole Roberts was excellent

The Bat-Dor and Bustan students

looked good in in Yolanda
Sonnabend costumes.
Tbe live music made a differ-

ence, as it always does in dance.

The Ra’anana Syraphonerte was
well led by British conductor
Anthony Twiner, but occasionally

the breeze snatched away the

sound, which became a mere
whisper.

WITH TWO seasoned musicians

(Zamir Havkin on piano, and Eli

Magen playing the double bass)

at the Habama Theater in TUpiot,

Jerusalem (June 19), Tamar

Borer presented a program in

which she defied her disabilities.

In one work she lay on the grand-

piano (id and, dressed in black,

merged into the scene using her

arms and turning her body as if

she had no handicap to contend

with.

Jr the second work, she sat in

a wide comfortable armchair
and bent her head down so low
that her long hair reached the

floor.

She is a beautiful woman, and if

she grimaced less and made her

hands look like claws less often,

the choreography might have

been more interesting. The impro-

visatory-sounding music was
always emphatic.

will be the end of the Arad
Festival because the money won't
be available."

The Arad Festival budget is

about N1S 5 million, about N1S
1 m. of which comes from the .Arts

and Culture Authority. About 30
percent of the budget comes from
the Arad municipality and the rest

comes from tickets, priced at NIS
30 to NIS 80, and other govern-

ment bodies such as the Tourism
Ministry.

Beyond the question of fund-

ing, the festival impacts on
Arad's image. If that image isn’t

positive, hinted Langsam, then it

was more than likely “that Arad
will decide it doesn’t need the

festival.”

MEANWHILE, if it goes ahead,

there are enough top stars to

make the festival attractive and

enough rising stars to make it

intriguing. Headline acts, most
produced especially for the festi-

val, include appearances by Rita

and Boaz Sharabi, Zohar
Badeshe - an evening of songs

by Zohar Argov performed by
Margalit Tsan’ani, Shlomi
Shabat and others, Hahaverim
shel Beni - an evening dedicated

to the late Beni Amdursky featur-

ing his longtime partner, Yisrael

Gurion. and Amdursky’s son,

Assaf.
There’ll also be a musical

encounter between Arkady
Duchin and Meir Banai, os well

as an evening of songs by Moshe
Wilensky with songwriter Ehud
Manor hosting singers and
groups performing the songs that

had all Israel humming in the

'40s and '50s. Rising stars

include Sivan Shavii. Dana
Berger, Johnny Shuali and Amir
Lev?
There will be a special ceremo-

ny honoring the dead on August 5,

10 which festival participants are

invited.

Bui this does not mollify the

parents.

“The very fact that the festival

format is the same [three days]

signals that as far as Arad is con-

cerned nothing happened,” says

Michael Peleg. “I have not

declared war on Arad. My son is

dead and nothing will bring him
back. I just don’t want any more
children to die there.”

El-Kariv says that she teamed
of the decision to hold the festival

from a newspaper and was
shocked that the victims' families

had not been consulted.

“Even if the courts rule against

us.” she said, "we won't go quiet-

ly. We’ll spoil their festival for

them, make people uncomfortable
to be there.”

Better to leave these

family skeletons

in the closet

THEATER REVIEW
NAOMI DOUDAI

A FAMILY STORY

A melodrama by Edna Mazya.
Direction, Omri Nitzan. Design,

Ruth Dar. Music, Eran Tzur.

Lighting, Brian Harris. The
Carneri Theater at ZOA House,

Tel Aviv. Hebrew title. Sipur

Mishpakti.

Ruth
Robert
Otto
Freddy—
Annushka

Sandra Sadeh
Sbuli Rand

Itzhak Heskia
.Yehuda Ahnagor

Tami
Joel-Pinkovitch

S
UBTTTLING this sorry fam-
ily saga "melodrama” is per

-

1 haps a promotional gimmick
rather than an admission of its

weakness. Make no mistake.

A matinee audience mainly
comprising middle-aged ladies

seemed hugely intrigued and cos-

seted by its soap-opera-like senti-

ments.

There may be many more like

them out there who wish to wal-

low in its nostalgic Heidelberg,

Judeo-Christmas kitsch V'Stifle

Nadu . heilige Nachi..."). its del-

uge of dark family secrets and for-

bidden sexual preferences, not

forgetting a blood-curdling back-

ground of shadow-play Nazis.
" The play traces the lives of a

comfortable, cultured but slightly

decadent German-Jewish family

through several generations as

they flee the Nazis to find less

than comfortable refuge in

Palestine.

Brother Freddy loves little boys;

married champagne-swigging sis-

ter Ruth lusts for the feckless ado-

lescent Robert: and a secret fami-

ly flaw is visited on the children

and grandchildren.

It is the loopy Robert that mar-

ries, if unwittingly, one of the for-

mer. The curse strikes again.'They
beget Naomi, next victim of the

genetic defect. (To name it now
would rob the play of its one and
only element of suspense.)

The genetic gimmick is, to say

the least, overstretched. Neither is

the ambience of pre-war
Heidelberg anything like authen-

tic. However a cast of accom-
plished 3ctors, especially Sandra

Sadeh and Yehuda Almagor, give

polished performances.

Excelling in lesser roles are

Yossi Kantz. Tami Joel-

Pinkovitch and Liat Click.

TOWER RECORDS’ TOP 15
THIS LAST WEEKS ON
WEEK WEEK CHARTS ARTIST TITLE

RABIN - GOODBYE FRIEND
OLDER
THE LETTER
PICTURES IN TIME
TWO
LOAD
THE SCORE
JAGGED LITTLE PILL
DREAMLAND
HIT BOX It

POP
THE CHILD IN YOU
VOLUME 10

WHATS THE STORY
MAKE LOVE NOT WAR

Tower Records' top-safllng albums tor the previous week. RE - re-entry

#1 2 3 VARIOUS ARTISTS
3 7 GEORGE MICHAEL

#3 1 3 AVIV GEFEN
#4 6 13 RITA
#5 9 14 SHLOMQ ARTZI
66 4 3 METALLICA
#7 7 2 FUGEES
68 8 12 ALANIS MORISETTE
69 12 15 VARIOUS ARTISTS
610 RE 1 VARIOUS ARTISTS
611 22 2 ETHNK
*12 RE 1 YEHUDA POUKER
613 5 5 VARIOUS ARTISTS
014 18 24 OASIS
015 10 6 VARIOUS ARTISTS

fITLfIS=ttd*=
educational multimedia collection

FEATURES:
This is how Computer. Critic

Kay Hall described Family Bible

Rhymes in her review.

She said,
* Their devotion to this subject

matter shines through in this multi-

media experience with a soul.

I have to admit I found myself
captivated ."

The program lets you choose

from over 70 Bible Stories.

It starts you at Creation and
transports you through Egypt,

the Red Sea, the desert, and
into the Promised Land. Along
the way you will be treated to

Stunning Graphics and animation.

Original Music and Bible Content
that will leach and inspire you.
This magnificient CD-ROM is

something you'll want your
family to see over and over..

Available in

English or French

IBM
Mac
3-12

ABOUT THE PROGRAM:
At Bible Land Software in Jerusalem, a

dedicated staff of artists, animators, musicians and
programmers labored to perfect a multi-media Bible

program. Their goal was to write a program for the whole
family that transmits love, devotion and Bible Values.

The artists sat out in the Judean Hills to sketch and
capture (he sounds, and sights of the Holy Land.

Jerusalem, Ml. Zion and ML Olives all helped inspire

them while creating this most enchanting Multi-media

experience. You'll shed a few tears.

It's okay. Kay Hall also did.

Mac or IBM/compatible with CD sound card 256 color monitor.

When ottering give Name. Address, Phone, Zip, CreditCard Number, E*n. Dale & Product *
S&H IQ Nfi Price inHudn VAT

Call 1 77-022-3585 Fax 03-6882 1 92
Mail To: Atlas Ltd, 51 Tchlenov Street Tel Aviv Israel 66048
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Histadrut demands
re-opening of COL
increment agreement

MICHALYUDELMAN
THE Histadrut is demanding a
new cost-of-living increment
agreement with the employers,
to increase die workers’ compen-
sation for tiiis .year’s galloping

inflation.

Histadrut Chairman MK Amir
Peretz discovered last week that

he had mistakenly signed an
agreement with the employers to

increase the COL increment only
if the annual inflation rate

exceeds 33%, when he thought

the agreement referred to an
annual inflation rate of 15%.
The present COL increments

are partial, compensating the

workers for less than half the

inflation rate.

In negotiations earlier this

year, the Histadrut bad demand-
ed full compensation for the

workers in the private sector if

the annual inflation rate exceeds

11%, similar to the agreement
that prevails in the public sector.

The private employers had
agreed to consider increasing the

compensation if the inflation rate

exceeded 15% a year.

But the document presented by
the employers and signed by
Peretz on February 15 refers to

an inflation rate of more than

15% for half a year, which
means the workers will only be
compensated if the annual infla-

tion rate reaches some 33% a

year.

Peretz took responsibility for

the mistake in Sunday's
Histadrut executive meeting, but

shifted the blame to the

Histadrut executive who had
given him the document to sign.

The employers rejected "the

Histadrut's demand to renegoti-

FDA approves locally

made diagnostic

ultrasound system
JENNIFER FR1EDLIN

THE US Food and Drug
Administration hais approved
Diasonics Israel’s Synergy ultra-

sound system for sale in the US.
the company announced yester-

day.

The Haifa-based company,
which in 1994 merged with Elbit

Ultrasound, a subsidiary of Elbit,

expects sales to quintuple from $5
million in 1995 to $25m. this year,

now that the company has gained

access to the American market,

said Dr. Zvi Friedman, marketing

and advanced development man-
ager for Diasonics Israel.

“We know we are not going to

maintain [this] growth rate, but

we expect the sudden jump
because our product was only

released at the end of 1995,” said

Friedman, adding that the

Synergy system is currently being

sold in Israel, Asia and Europe.

Diasonics’ system's is a new,

cost-effective form of magnetic
resonance imaging technology.

Unlike most other ultrasound sys-

tems, which utilize hardware.
Synergy works via a strong per-

sonal computer with most of the

features implemented through

software.

The company expects their sys-

tem to make them more competi-
tive in the $2 billion ultrasound

market, where they are up against

international leaders such as

Japan’s Toshiba.

“In order to compete with

Japanese companies our costs

must come down, because we’re a
smaller company,” Friedman said.

“The idea is to ride die [software

and multimedia] wave [so] we can
provide high-performance equip-

ment at a low cost"

Within the next two years, the

Synergy system, which is current-

ly intended for general radiology,

hematology, obstetrics and gyne-
cological purposes, is expected to

be re-released, offering cutting-

edge features in the fetal scanning

field.

Diasonics “has options that

[when they are released] in the

future will be considered revolu-

tionary," said Dr. Pinchas
Levensart, of the ultrasound and
X-ray department of Hadassah
University Hospital in

Jerusalem's Ein Kerem.
The developments include a

new Doppler method for fetal

scanning that has the potential for

early detection of placental disor-

ders, which can lead to gestation-

al complications such as'intrauter-

rne growth retardation and preg-

nancy-induced hypertension.
Friedman said.

Swiss-Israel Chamber of Commerce
opens office in Tel Aviv

GAUT LIPKIS BECK

THE Swiss-Israel Chamber of
Commerce has opened a local

representation in Tel Aviv as part

of its strategy to expand activi-

ties.

The Chamber already manages
an office in Zurich and by the end
of the year plans to open another

office in Geneva.

Eytan Liraz- of the Bach, Arad,
Scharf Jaw firm - was appointed
chairman of the Israeli represen-

Want to keep

tation. Liraz previously worked in

Geneva and in New York, mainly
in international commercial law.
Liraz said The Federation of the

Swiss Watch Iadustzy recently
asked the Chamber to prepare a
market survey of the watch mar-
ket in Israel including local tax,
import and legal issues. Liraz said
the Federation is examining the
possibility of increasing its mem-
bers’ sales to Israel which reach
about NTS 21 million a year. The
Federation is made up of 500
members.

Banks raise interest

after prime rate hike

aie the agreement. A
Manufacturers Association

source said “who said there was
any mistake?"

Histadrut executive member
Binyamin Gonen, head of the

Joint Arab-Jewish List, demand-
ed that Peretz declare the COL
increment agreement null and
void, and insist on immediate

compensation for the inflation.

“Inflation has already reached

an annual rate of 15%, with a

COL increment that covers only

40% of iL Milk prices have just

been raised and transportation

prices are about to rise. The
workers must be compensated

for these hikes,” Gonen said.

Gonen dismissed the employ-

ers’ argument that the existing

agreement stands, noting that the

previous COL increment agree-

ment spoke of compensating the

workers for an annual inflation

rate of 10% “so suddenly it

jumps to 33% a year?”

Gonen urged Peretz to over-

come his embarrassment at his

mistake “because it’s much more
embarrassing to harm the work-
ers, and we’re talking about hun-

dreds of thousands of people
being harmed here.”

In another development, the

Yisrae! Ba’aiiya Party decided

that it will run in the Histadrut

elections scheduled some two
years' hence.

More than 250,000 workers are

recent immigrants, comprising
some 13% of the work force. If a

substantia] number of them join

the Histadrut and vote for Yisrael

Ba'aliya in the elections, it could
get up to 20% of the seats in the

Histadrut parliament.

IN reaction to the Bank of Israel’s

rise in die lending rate, the lead-

ing commercial banks yesterday
announced they will increase the

base interest from 17% to 18.5%
beginning Friday. Bank Hapoalim
was the first to announce the

increase, quickly followed by
Bank Leumi, Israel Discount
Bank, United Mizrahi Bank, and
First International Bank.
As a result, the maximum inter-

est on approved credit at the

banks will be 23%. The interest

on excess credit will be 24.5% at

Bank Leumi, Bank Mizrahi, and
First International Bank, 24.3% at

Bank Discount, and 24.1% at

Bank Hapoalim. There is no
change in the rest of the compo-
nents.

Bankers said yesterday they

were caught by surprise at the

central bank's decision to raise its

lending rate by 1.5%, and sug-
gested the move was meant to

demonstrate Bank of Israel

Governor Jacob Frenkel’s deter-

mination to slow inflation.

The banks expected an increase

because of the continued rise in

die inflation rate, but a more mod-
erate increase of 0.7% to 0.8%.
The inflation rate has reached an
estimated 12.5% for 1996, com-

GALIT LIPKIS BECK

pared with the previous govern-
ment’s initial target of8% to 9%.
Discount Bank economics

department head Shauli
Katznelson said the hike is a pos-
itive measure in light of the pub-
lic’s inflationary expectations and
the continued erosion of real

interest.

The economist emphasized that

the real interest rate (in compari-
son with the public’s inflationary

expectations) has decreased to 4%
compared with 6% in the first few
months of 1995. The last few
months’ increase in the inflation

rate reflects the rapid growth in

the quantity of money in 1995
resulting from the Bank of Israel's

continuous reduction of the inter-

est rate last year, he said.

“We won’t be able to achieve
the government’s inflation target

for 1996 and will probably end
the year with an inflation rate of
about 12% to 13%. But 1 am
pleased with the Bank of Israel’s

decision, since it shows that in

1 997 we will be able to aim for a
target inflation rate of about 8%,”
said Katznelson.

He urged the Treasury to cut the

government budget and impose

fiscal measures to reduce public

consumption. The economist
stressed this should be accompa-
nied by a reduction in the eco-
nomic growth rate to about 4% at

the start of 1997, compared with
5% in 1996. However, in one or

two years’ time, he forecasts the

economy will be in much better
1

shape.
“The public will face a harder

time now, but overall in the long
term the economic situation will

be better. If the governor bad dealt

with these problems a year ago,

there would be less damage to the

public now,” said Katznelson.

But not all bankers are opti-

mistic. Bank Hapoalim’s chief
economist, Ptachia Bar-Shavit,

said a more moderate rise in the

interest rate is needed, since in the

summer the consumer price index

is usually lower than in the winter

months.
‘'High interest rates can not

come instead of a cut in the bud-

get arid other measures, like rais-

ing the diagonal band to the mid-
point. It is also necessary to deal

with the housing situation by the

massive marketing of land,

including to households.” said

Bar-SbaviL He said a NTS 2 bil-

lion cut is needed in the budget
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A worker deans an information board with a welcome message for the forthcoming G7 meeting

in Lyon, France. The summitmeeting of the world’s seven most prosperous industrialized nations

is to be held from Thursday to Saturday. (Renter)

Israel gets warm reception
at Paris arms fair

ELDAD BECK
PARIS

DEFENSE Ministry Director-General David Ivry,

recently appointed head of the the new National

Security Council, opened the Israeli pavilion at

“Eurosatoty ‘96” to an unusually friendly audience.

Ivry met briefly with French Defense Minister

Charies Millon, who visited Israel’s pavillion. He
said the overall feeling toward the 12 Israeli compa-
nies participating at the fair demonstrates a change in

attitude toward Israel’s defense sector.

Iviy said Millon's visit was “a rare achievement for

the Israeli armament industries and an indication of
France's political goodwill toward Israel.” He added
that Israel’s participation at the show was another

indication of the growing cooperation between
France and Israel on defense issues.

In the past, the Arab boycott kept Israeli companies
from presenting their wares to the international mar-
ketplace, Ivry said.

The Israeli pavilion displayed goods in the

upgrade, NBC (nuclear, biological, chemical) protec-

tion and data-gatitering . fields. The show also gave
companies the opportunity to display, for the first

time, certain new products, such as Alon’s novel eye-

protection system and Rafael’s sniper acoustic detec-

tion sensor.

Israel is evaluating French technologies and is con-
sidering buy-back possibilities following France’s
purchase of five Israel Aircraft Industries Hunter sur-

veillance unmanned air vehicles and two ground-
control stations in February this year.

Morgan Stanley to buy
Van Kampen for $745 million

NEW YORK (Bloomberg) -
Morgan Stanley Group Inc.
said it will buy Van
Kampen/American Capital Inc.
for $745 million in cash and
preferred stock, vaulting to the
top tier of US money man-
agers.

The fifth-largest US securi-

ties firm said it will pay
$720m. in cash and $25m. in

preferred stock for Van
Kampen, which is about 80
percent owned by Clayton,
Dubilier & Rice, an acquisition
firm. Morgan also said it will

take on Van Kampen ’s $430m.
in debt and set a cap of SI. 175

billion on the entire purchase
price.

pie purchase of Oakbrook,
Illinois-based Van Kampen
boosts Morgan’s assets under
management to SI 57b. from
$100 billion, placing it among
the largest US asset managers,
according to Nelson’s
Directory of Investment
Managers. After the acquisi-
tion, Morgan will be the sec-
ond-largest Wall Street firm in
terms of mutual funds, behind
Merrill Lynch & Co.
The acquisition would be

Morgan's second purchase of a
money management firm in the

Five Full Years for only S75!
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past year. It bought Miller
Anderson & Sherrard, a
Philadelphia-based money
manager, for $350m. last June.
The purchase ends a six-

month effort by Clayton
Dubilier to sell Van Kampen,
which has more than half of its

assets in stocks and bond
mntual funds!

It comes as the money-man-
agement industry consolidates.

There were 55 acquisitions in
the industry during 1995, com-
pared with 38 in 1994, accord-
ing to the investment bank
Putnam, Lovell & Thornton
Inc. in San Francisco.

Danish Burma group
threatens Carlsberg

COPENHAGEN (Reuter) — A
Danish group campaigning for
democracy in Burma warned brewer
Carisbeig on Monday that it faced a
possible consumer boycott and
industrial action if it did not drop by
August 1 plans to open a Burmese
brewery.

,

But Carisbeig said it was non-
plussed by the ultimatum as it tod
already agreed topostpone the project
pending further talks with die group,
the Danish Burma Committee.

BUSINESS BRIEFS

New trilateral development program: The
have announced the establishment of the Trilateral In

Development program, which offers applicants gratis
market,

percent of the direct costs needed to bnng new products to roaricei.

The TRIDE project, which has a $1 million fund to which eacn

government has contributed equally, will attempt to encouragejw

ventures involving private companies from all three countries, i

pilot program will consist of one round of proposal submission ,

which officials hope will yield two or three approved projects.

Jennifer Fnedlm

Israel, Thailand, agree on training finks: Israel and Thailand’s

labor and social affairs ministers agreed to forge closer links

between the countries, during a meeting yesterday.

Dr. Prasong Boonpoog said his country is looking to develop pro-

fessional training in technology and computerization and to

advance developments of its local agriculture. He also told Labor

and Social Affairs Minister Eli YIshai he intends nmving his min-

istry’s Middle East labor attache to Tel Aviv from Athens.
David Harris

Norway reduces stake in banks: In Norway’s biggest banking

I
sale, the state soId more than 25 percent of its shares in Den norske

1 Bank, with two-thirds of die offering snapped up by foreigners, the

national banking fund said yesterday.

The state, which is rich on oD from its North Sea fields, became

the reluctant owner of DnB and other major banks during a finan-

cial industry crisis in the early 1990s.

The State Bank Investment Fund reduced its sake in Norway's
largest finance institution to 52 percent from 72 percent by selling

1 J26 million shares for 2.4 billion kroner ($370 million). AP

Renault, GM to bu3d trnclc Renault SA and General Motors
Corp. said yesterday they would jointly build a light track by the

year 2000.

The deal gives GM, die No. 1 US automaker; entry into Europe’s

light-truck segment, where sales are growing faster than in the car

sector. Fiance’s Renault finds a long-desired partner to share devel-

opment costs for future products.

The joint-development track wDl be sold by both companies
under their own names. AP

Embezzlement charges dropped against formerEastGerman offi-

cial: A former East German deputy finance minister was acquitted

yesterday of embezzling 123 trillion East German marks (about $2
billion) from East German coffers shortly before German unification.

After admitting to' having insufficient evidence, prosecutors

joined the -defense in requesting the charges be dropped against

Herta Koenig. AP

Nabisco to fire 4,200 workers
PARSIPPANY, New - Jersey

(Bloomberg) - Nabisco Holdings

Corp. said it will fire 4,200 work-

ers, of 7.7 percent of its work-
force, as part ofa plan to cur costs

and become more efficient, result-

ing in a pretax charge of$428 mil-

lion in the second quarter.

The maker of Oreo cookies and
Ritz crackers sard it will also incur

$81m. in other costs as part of the

plan that will, together with the

charge, reduce this year’s earnings

by $338iil, or SI .26 a share.

The measures include moving
Nabisco’s Planters Co. and Life

Savers Co. unit headquarters this

fall from Winston Salem, North
Carolina to Parsippany, New
Jersey - file site of Nabisco head-

quarters.

Nabisco, America’s largest

maker of: cookies and crackers,

said die jab cuts would be split

evenly,.between tts US and inter-

: natioMfoperations.
• RJR Nabiscb-Holdirigs Gorp.,
- Nabisco’s parent company, said it

wffl take a charge of $272nu or

82 cents per fully dilutedshare,

far tire restructuring. About
$246xtl, or 73 cents, ofthe charge
will be reported in the second

‘ quarter.

New .York-based RJR, the

maker of Camel and Winston cig-

arettes, owns 80.5 percent of
Nabisco’s shares. The rest are

publicly held.

Trading of RJR and Nabisco
shares was delayed pending the

announcement.

Dealer: Car sales dropping
with talk of tax cut

DAVID HARRIS

INCREASED speculation about a posable 25 percent tax reduction on
imported cars is leading to a drop in sales, a top vehicle importer said

yesterday.

Since Finance Minister Dan Mender’s appointment last week, it has
been suggested the reduction, which cpuld be offsetby increases in taxes
on gasoline, would be implemented as 'one of a series of measures aimed
at lowering inflation and reducing the balance of payments deficit
“People are calling us to cancel their orders," said the Israeli sales

manager for one of the world’s leading car manufacturers.
“Ifjou m the media w^te that prices will increase tomorrow, every-

one will buy today: Alt such talk causes damage,” the Tel Aviv executive
said last night. He also said he firmly believes no such government pol-
icy has been formed.

Hie Finance Ministry is putting down any speculation of tax reduc-
tions and any other possible new policies. “I totally deny the idea,” stat-

ed Ministry spokesman Eli Yosef yesterday.
The Finance Ministiy’s target of restricting inflation to the 8 to 10 per-

cent goal set by the previous government for 1996 seems increasingly
unlikely - it totaled 45% for the first quarter. If the current trend is

maintained it will surpass the 15% mark by December 31.
Meanwhile, current predictions indicate the balance of payments

deficit will reach $1 13 billion by tire year’s end. -
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Interest rate hike

pushes stocks down
TEL AVIV STOCK MARKET

FEUCE

201.71
-0.68%

IWo-SIdod Index

STOCK indexes fell following

two steady days, after the Bank

of Israel said h would raise inter-

est rates and the shekel strength-

ened against the dollar.

The Maof Index fell 0.82 per-

cent, to 213.00, and the Two-Sid-

ed Index fell 0.65% to 201.71. Of
990 shares trading across the ex-

change. more than four times as

many shares fell as rose.

The central bank said it will

raise the rate at which it lends to

banks 13 percentage points, to

17%, on Thursday. The increase,

the fourth this year, outstripped

expectations of a rale rise of 03
to 1 percentage point

The interest rate increase also

prompted investors to buy shek-

els, strengthening the currency.

The shekel traded at 3.231

against the dollar, up from 3.266

on Friday.

A strengthening shekel hurts

exporters* profits, as they earn

dollars and pay expenses in shek-

els. A stronger shekel means
companies receive fewer shekels

for each dollar billed.

About NIS 78.6 million worth

of shares changed hands,
NIS73m. more than Sunday and

about NIS 8m. more than last

week’s average trading level of

NIS 70.4ro.

The drop in shares was consid-

ered relatively muted, due to ex-

pectations that the government

will cut the budget, said analysis.

• The rate increase “was a bad

213.00
-082%

Maof index

surprise, but investors believe it

came in conjunction with the Fi-

nance Ministry and that there will

be a real economic plan,” said

Dan Alt, a broker at the Tel Aviv

firm Nashuah Trading.

Bank of Israel Governor Jacob

Frenkel and newly appointed Fi-

nance Minister Dan Meridor met

Sunday. “With Meridor and
Frenkel meeting, Z think there’s a

chance for cooperation between

the two,” said Alt. “But we have

to wait and see; there’s still a lot

of uncertainty."

The rate increase followed the

May consumer price index, which

rose a higher-than-expected 1,7%.

Teva's shares fell for a second

day, dropping 1.25%, following

losses in the company’s American

Depositary Receipts on Wall

Street on Friday. Teva the ADRs
had fallen 8.6%, to 39%, on Fri-

day, from 43'A on Wednesday,

the last day of trading to influ-

ence Tel Aviv. Teva’s shares fell

6% on Sunday on the TASE.
“Investors were waiting to see

what will happen in New York,”

said AIL “There were expecta-

tions Teva will go up, but the

interest rate hike influenced the

price today."

The weekend losses in the drug

company, Israel's largest drug

maker, were prompted by op-

tions investors selling shares, said

Dan Suesskind, the company’s

chief financial officer, in an rater-

view yesterday. (Bloomberg)

Euro bourses buoyant

as dollar struggles
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

12
1i

Dow up on slow trading
WALLS

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks
closed mostly higher yesterday,

following through on Friday's

late rally, but trading was slug-

gish again ahead of this week's
economic data and next week’s

Federal Reserve meeting on in-

terest rates.

On Wall Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average rose 1236
points, to close at 5,717.79.
Broad-maTket indexes were
mostly higher, too.

Hie Nasdaq market continued

to recover from its recent slump

as key technology issues such as

Intel rebounded.

But trading turned sluggish

again after speeding up Friday on

the quarterly expiration of op-
tions and futures contracts.

Growing uncertainty about the

direction of inflation and interest

rates has muffled the market’s

moves for weeks.

Many investors have been re-

luctant to act before foe Federal

Reserve’s next meeting on inter-

est rate policy on July 2-3, at

which foe Fed may raise rates to

slow spending and inflation.
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Hiding
out

JOSEPH HOFFMAN

DORON Sheffer has decided to

wait out tomorrow’s NBA draft in

hiding.

The star guard from the

University of Connecticut wants
to learn of his selection away from
the glaring publicity that will sure-

ly surround Israel’s first player
drafted by the NBA.
“I want to relax while the draft is

going on," said Sheffer, who was
recently here to celebrate the wed-
ding of his brother Udi.

“It’s out of my control. There’s

no point in being too stressful

about this," he added.

We're going to go to an exotic

island where no one will ever find

us," said bis fiancee Ronnie Kay.

“This is the perfect time to take a

vacation, because once he's

picked, everything's changed.”
At 24 years old. Sheffer is older

by at least two years than his fel-

low prospects. "I may be more
mature, but that's not the deter-

mining factor. The bottom line is

how good you are, and how much
help you can be to your team."

Asked if he has any preferences

about which team will draft him,

he said, “No. I’ll be happy simply
to be chosen.”

The NBA draft will be tele-

vised live at 2:30 am Thursday
on Cable TV's Sports Channel
5. An NBA preview will be
broadcast at 2:00 am.

HUSKIE HOPES - Doron Sheffer brings the ball downcourt for UConn.

NBA Draft Order
FIRST ROUND

1. Philadelphia

2. Toronto

3. Vancouver
4. Milwaukee
5. Minnesota
6. Boston (from Dallas)

7. LA Clippers

8. New Jersey

9. Dallas (from Boston)
10. Indiana (from Denver)
1 1. Golden State

12. Cleveland (from Washington)
13. Charlotte

14. Sacramento
15. Phoenix
16. Charlotte (from Miami)
17. Portland

18. New York (from Detroit

through San Antonio)
19. New York (from Atlanta

through Miami*.
. r .

20. Cleveland . i .

21. New York
22. Vancouver (from Houston)

23. Denver (from Indiana)

24. LA Lakers
25. Utah
26. Detroit (from San Antonio)

27. Orlando
28. Seattle

29. Chicago

SECOND ROUND
30. Houston (from Vancouver)
31. Philadelphia

32. Philadelphia (from Toronto)
33. Milwaukee
34. Dallas

35. Seattle (from Minnesota)
36. LA Clippers

37. Denver (from Sacramento
through New Jersey)

38. Boston
39. Denver •

40. Golden State

England in anxious wait
MARLOW (Reuter) - England faces an anxious
wait for four players to recover fitness in time for

tomorrow's Euro 96 semifinal against Germany at

Wembley.
Paul Gascoigne, Teddy Sheringham, Darren

Anderton and Tony Adams are the casualties.

Coach Teny Venables’ main worry is over
Gascoigne, who missed the squad’s training session

yesterday to have further treatment on die ankle
injury he suffered in the quarter-final against Spain
on Saturday.

Venables is optimistic, however, that midfielder

Gascoigne will be ready to face the Germans,
together with forward Sheringham, midfielder

Anderton and center-backAdams.
The trio sat out training, Sheringham recovering

from a dead leg while the other two have recurrences
of old injuries.

Anderton’s hamstring problem did not stop him
from playing against Spain and skipper Adams is

becoming adept at recovering from his painful knee
condition, a legacy of a cartilage operation last

January.

Goalkeeper Tim Flowers, understudy to David
Seaman, gave Venables an additional concern when
he had to drop out of training with a calf strain.

However, England still have Tottenham keeper
Ian Walker as cover.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
tral,new txiUdng, parking, balconies. Im-
meefiate. ISR

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - Afl rates
indude VAT:
Single .Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 15.21.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
(minimum).each additional word - NIS
23.40.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315.90
(or 10 words (minimum), each additional
word -NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
40950 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
tfitional word - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional
word - NIS 64.35.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication: tor Friday and Sunday:
6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; lor Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

DWELLINGS
General

FOR TOURISTS PLEASANT apart-
ment in Tel Aviv or Jerusalem. Best loca-
tions. Immediate. Tel. 03-966-2070, 03-
969-6915.

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals * Bed and breakfast * P.O.Box
4233, Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745,
Fax: 02-618541.

Jerusalem

RENTALS

RAMOT 03. SPACIOUS, KOSHER vil-

la, 1 year from late August 31750/month,m (02 ) 991-9147 (NS).

STUDIO APARTMENTS FUR-
NISHED, great location for 2-4 guests.

Tel/Fax: 02-288881.

SALES

1/2 HOUR FROM Jerusalem , country-
living, 300 m. luxurious large lot,

S290.000. TeL 02-9975737.

I GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central.

1
20 sq.m. basement, garden, underground
parking. Immediate. TSRABUILD" Tel 02-
666571

ILD* Tel 02-666571.

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,
new building, parking, balconies. Imme-
diate. "ISRABUILD" Tel 02-666571.

GREAT opportunity, wolf-
SON, 5, nth floor, view of Knesset, stor-
age. parking, S495.000. 1 ISRABUILD", Tel
02-666-571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. nth Boor, view of Knesset, stor-
age. Paging, S495.000." ISRABUILD". Tel.

JEWISH QUARTER- 4 ROOMS, cen-
trally located and cartel well-kepi pleas-
ant and well-tit. S290.000. Tel. 02-
273552, (N.S.)

KIRfYAT SHMUEL (ATAYASSIM), 3.
large, balconies, quiet convenient Iloor
TAC. Tel 02-631764.

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM, B&B,guest house, sin-
gles. couples. Families & groups, cerffral.
vary pleasant Tel. 02-819944. Fax: 02-

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or large (amity rooms, priv.
bathroom, T.V/Tel. quality furnished. Tel
02-252-757, Fax 02-351-297.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS

5F,fi
1T,FUL ApTS/SUJTES GAN

HA IR near sea. tourists/businessmen,
short/long-term. Tel. 03-698-9092, 050-
358-972.

RENTALS
3 ROOMS, 120 sqm. elevator, parking.

SESSSK!
-

Juxurtoos bunding, sea view.
KAV HAYAM Tel 03-5239988

NEAR SEA, PRIVATE house. Tel Avh/.
^^gptember. S2.000 montWy. Tel. 03-

NEVE VERY luxurious house,
completely furnished, 53,300, KAV
HAYAM, Tel. 03-523-9968

SALES

JAFFA, BREATHTAKING SEA view,
apartment and variety of dwellings. Tel.
03-6839852.03-5184368.

DAVID HAMELECH, ROOF apartment.
4 rooms, lading garden. 6th floor, eleva-

tor. oarkino, Tel. (5-6955515.

EXCLUSIVE! ZAHALAJ BEAUTIFUL vil-

la, about 1000 sqjn. plot about 160 sqjn.
built Si ,200,000 built. Kav Hayam, 03-
5239988.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS
^

HERZLIYA PITUAH FOR rent, 5 bed-
room cottage, three bathrooms, long
leave. MORAN REAL ESTATE (MALDAN).
TeL 09-572759.

HERZLIYA PITUAH. "OKEANUS"
building, long/$hort term. Studo, one and
two bedroom apartments, high floors, sea
view. ILTAM REAL ESTATE. TEL. 09-

KFAR SHMARYAHU. NEW house,
suitable for up to 3 people 140 sq. m.
Si .800. Tel 03-5227837.

RAMAT HASHARON, BEAUTIFUL vil-

la, 250 sqjn. built, 1,000 sqjn. plot excel-

lent standard, KAV HAYAM,

SALES
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS VILLA +
swimming pool, + sea vlawl air condfflon-
Ing + heating .+ central vacuum uniL Tel
050-231725, 05-363261.

PRIVATE, HERZLIYA PITUAH! Luxu-
rlous apt in complex for sale + pool, ex-
clusive -for serious! Tel. 09-587-343, 050-
350-OQ2.

RA’ANANA COUNTRY HOUSE, 4 1/2,
140/445, buBcfing possibilities. SS50.000.
Tel. 09-426869.

REALTY
Jerusalem

SALES

PROJECT ON THE Holland's (Balt -

Vegan). Balconies, yards, view on the
golden Jerusalem. S. ZAKEN REALITY-
MALDAN. TeL 02-410774/5.
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Jamchee signs with Rishon * rail

DORON Jamchee joined
Maccabi Riston Lezion yester-

day.

The all-star shooting guard,
who played 11 seasons with the

perennial league champions,
has signed a two-year contract

with his new team. Yitzhak
Perry, chairman of Maccabi

Staff and Itim

Rishon Lezion, is optimistic

that Jamchee’s experience,

together with a new group of

young payers, will put thedub
in the upper readies of the

National Basketball League.

Jamchee, 35, is following a by

now venerable tradition begun

by his
.
predecessor Mickey

Berkowitzwho also left for tin

city of the vineyards after

being the heart and .soiil of

Maccabi Tel Aviv.

Berkowitz, who preceded

Jamchee as captain of

Tel Aviv and the national tram,

left when it b^c^clear
Jamchee would CD Ids role a-

the shooting guard.

Jamchee, whose contract

with Maccabi Tel Aw tad

expired, began bis career with

Maccabi Ramat Gan.

Agassi, Chang, Courier, Smashnova
lst-round victims at Wimbledon

41. Sacramento
42. Houston (from Vancouver

through Washington and Orlando)

43. Phoenix
44. Charlotte

45. Atlanta (from Miami)
46. Portland

47. Atlanta

48. Philadelphia (from Detroit)

49. Orlando (from New York
through Minnesota and
Vancouver)

50. Houston (from Cleveland)'

51. Vancouver (from Houston)
52. Indiana

55. Milwaukee (from LA Lakers
through Seattle)

54. Utah
55. Washington (from San
Antonio through Charlotte)

56. Cleveland (from Orlando)
57. Seattle

58. Dallas (from Chicago)
-— : . , sslnc .! 0C:C*

HEATHER CHAU
and agencies

WIMBLEDON
ANDRE Agassi became the latest

victim of Wimbledon’s “grave-

yard of champions.”
The third-seeded Agassi, the

1992 champion, was beaten in the

first round yesterday by American
journeyman Doug Flach 2-6, 7-

6(7-1), 6-4, 7-6 (8-6).

Agassi’s defeat came on Court
2, which has a tradition of being
unkind to former champions.
Flach, a qualifier ranked No.

281 in the world, closed out the
match in tie fourth-set tiebreaker

with a big serve down the middle
which Agassi returned wide.
It was the latest loss in a miser-

able year for Agassi, who was
upset in the second round of the

French Open earlier this month by
Chris Woodruff. Agassi has played
only five matches in the last three

months, and lost three of them.
Anna Smashnova lost her first-

round match to Ines

Gorrochategui 6-4, 7-6(7-5). The
19 -year-old Israeli showed great

spunk as she fought back after

being down 4-0 in the second set,

winning five straight games. But
then the Argentinian won the next
two games to force the tiebreak.

Two other top Americans were
upset on opening day at the All

England Club.

Sixth-seeded Michael Chang
lost 3-6, 7-6(7-5), 7-6(7-l), 6-4 to

Alberto Costa, a Spanish clay-

court expertwho had never won a
grass-court match.

And Jim Courier, die No. 8 seed

and runner-up here three years

ago, was ousted in four sets by
fellow American Jonathan Stark.

Stark, a doubles specialist who
took die mixed doubles tide last

year with Martina Navratilova,

won 6-2, 6-4> 2-6, 6-4.

Pete Sampras; opening his bid

fere.fourth strai^t-TVimbledoh

mmm

j

V
T
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STARK CONTRAST - Jonathan Stark exults after beating Jim
Courier yesterday. (Remer)

title, lost the first set and went
down a break in die second

before rallying to beat Richey
Reneberg.
After struggling to find his

rhythm in the early going.

Sampras settled into his grass-

• court groove on CentreCqurt and
-powered, to a 4-6, ~j5r4J &-X- 6*-3

y. ^nowing^repras on

Centre' Court was Monica Seles,

the women's No. 2 seed playing

her first match at Wimbledon
since losing in die 1992 final to

Steffi Graf.

Seles looked at home as die

breezed to a 6-1, 6-2 win over

Ann Grossman . in 50 minutes.
Grossman smiled BtetWtfpsand

twirled her rackff

serve at love in die second game,

but sha barely put up a challenge

the rest of the way.

Seles received a long ovation

after the match as the crowd

acknowledged, her return to

Wimbledon since her stabbing in

1993. ‘ Boris Becker, the

ibree-time champion and No. 2

seed, got off to an easy star: bv

routing Jean-Philippe Fleorian of

France 6-0, 6-2, 6-3.

Fourth-seeded ' Goran

Ivanisevic, a two-time finalist,

breezed to a 6-2, 6-0, 6-2 win

over David Nainldn, who filled in

ar the last minute for injured

Bemd Karbacher.

France’s Arnand Boetsch, the

15th seed.- was beaten by

Alexander Radukscu of Germany
6-3, 6-4, 6-7 (2-7), 5-7, 9-7.

Costa lost to Chang in die first

round in his only previous

Wimbledon appearance in 1994.

And he lost m the first round of

his Wimbledon warmup tourna-

ment hr Roanalen, Netherlands.

But Costa converted all five of

his break, point chances, while

Chang converted only five of 15.

Chang, a Wimbledon quarter-

finalist in 1994, doubled-faulted

on match point It was the second

consecutive early Wimbledon exit

for Chang, who was ousted in the

second round last year.

It was also another early depar-

.
ture for Courier, who has foiled to

make it past die third round since

reaching the final in 1993.

In women's play, third-seeded

Conchita Martinez showed some
of die farm that won her the 1994

tide as she routed Italy's Silvia

Farina 6-0, 6-0.

Alsoi 12th-seeded Kimiko Date
downed Japanese countrywoman
Kyoto Nagatsuka. 6-0, 6-3, and

No. 14AmandaCoetzer advanced
with a 6-1. 6-i win over Elena

Derbyshire tops Middlesex
LONDON (Reuter) - Derbyshire
captain Dean Jones said yester-

day his team had the right spirit

to win the county cbampionkiip
after completing its third consec-
utive first-class victory with a
363-run win over Middlesex.

Derbyshire moved into third

place iu the table after taking
just 28 minutes to snap up the

last four wickets as Middlesex
slumped to 176 all out in its sec-

ond innings on the final day.

Highly-promising paceman
Andrew Harris finished with a
career-best six for ,40 from 16
overs and match figures of 12 for

83 on his home ground.
“The team work and team

spirit is pretty good and we are
working on the three Ws - will,

want and work," said former
Australian Test batsman Jones.

*Tf you' don't have those, you
don't get anywhere.”

Derbyshire’s crushing victory

REALTY
Sharon Area

SALES

FOR SALE BY the sea, ground-floor, no
agents, immediate. Reasonable pries.

TeL 07-711948.

SERVICES
General

EDUCATION
~~

THE HEBREW CENTER. Private less-
ons in all languages. Also preparation lor

Psychometrics. Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haifa.
Tel. 050-291460, 03-9627210. (Math,

teachers needed).

SERVICES
Tel Aviv

HEALTH
~~

FOR HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,
hwea^^^^onal massage or shlatsu.

SERVICES
Sharon Area

GARDENING
GARDENING: EVERYTHING YOU
need: Garden ptenningKXjmputerized wa-
ter systems/FIoof gardons/Maintenance.'
Professional. Daria TeL 052-564181, 09-
461-962.

REALTY
Southern Coast

HOLIDAY RENTALS

ASHKELON, BY SEA, 4 rooms, large
balcony, well arranged, sea view. TfeL 07-

735101.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP
~~

.NANNY FOR 4 YEAR OLD, Sun. -

Thurs., 8 am - 5 pm, fight housekeeping.
Tel. 02-869047, 024334m

WARM FAMILY SEEKS au pair for

children and house. S700 +. Tel. 02-

SALES PERSONNEL
SALESPERSON FOH GALLERY, lan-

guages, good appearance, over 35. shift-

workm 03-7527111.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

FORGET THE REST!! We are the
best!! The biggest and oldest agency in

Israel For the highest quality five-in fobs
phoneAu Prfr international 03-6190423.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart for the Au Pairs. Cal

,

WLma TeL 03-9659937. !

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
African au pair, thrown, central Tel Aviv,

S750 + MS 200 Immediate bonus. Tel 03-

,

6201195. 052-452002-JacWa.
---

I

OFFICE STAFF i

Congress Organizers

require

First-Class Engfeh Copywriter

(American English)

Part time or by special contract

Tel. 03-6951540, Oded

SITUATIONS VACANT
Dan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP
~

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN, good conditions; also Phffipmos .

lor elderly. TeL 03-688-9868/9.

Sharon Area

OFFCE STAFF
“

I

ENGLISH TYPIST, 5 days, word/wind-
ows. TeL 03-5239072.

MISCELLANEOUS
Tel Aviv

was based on centuries in both
innings from Chris Adams and
the bowling of Harris.

“A couple of boys had to play
extremely well to knock them
over. Chris batted wcU in both
innings and Andy Hams bowled
straight and swung the ball.”

*

Another Australian, Michael
Bevan, became the first batsman
to complete 1,000 first-class

runs this season but his effort

could not save Yorkshire from
slumping to a mushing defeat at

the hands of Leicestershire in

Bradford.

The Yorkshire vice-captain
passed the landmark in his 15th
innings with his fifth boundary
which also brought up his 50
from 121 balls.

But he was stranded on 65 not
out as Leicestershire took little

more than an hour to take
Yorkshire's remaining five wick-

morning. -

Jason Ratdiffe and Nadeem
Shahid both scored unbeaten
half-centuries to guide Surrey to

an eight-wicket victory over
Durham in Stockton.

Ratcliffe scored 68 not out and
Shahid 52 not out in an unbroken
third-wicket stand of 106 as
Surrey took just 31.5 overs to

pass iheir.tafget of 141.
A century by Glamorgan skip-

per Matthew Maynard foiled to

prevent Sussex completing a
comfortable victory in Hove.

Glamorgan, resuming at 122
for three, was dismissed shortly
after lunch for 266, allowing
Sussex to take .24 points for its

innings and a well-deserved
seven-run victory.

Maynard (112) and Tony
Cottee (57) put on a fourth-
wicket stand of 141 runs, but a
middle-order collapse canceled

innings and 151 runs on the final Glamorgan.

Kern 8 4 0 4 20 25 121
Yorkshire 8 4- 2 2 25 22 .117
Derbyshire 7 3 •1 3 26 23 M6
Leicestershire 7 3. . 1 3 25 23 105
Sussex 7 4 2 l 15

. 19 101
Surrey 7 2 1 4 21. 25 90
Warwickshire 7 3 3 1 13

.
25' 89

Middlesex 7 : .3 3 1 12 26 82
Somerset 7. 2 3 . 2 •-,15 28 81
Hampshire 6 2 2 2 19 ; 19 76
Nottinghamshire? 1 1 5 -21::-.- ' 21 " 73
Glamorgan 7 2 4 1 i9:._ .. is 69
Lancashire 6 I 1 4: . 16 19 63
Gloucestershire 6 - 1 2 3 9 - '21 - ' 55
Worcestershire 6 .: : 1 - 2 3 - .

' 9 - 20- 54
Durham 8 0 5 . 3 . 14 28 51
Northants 7 0 : 4 3 • 18 20- 47

CHURCH SERVICES
friendship house (the Re-
deemed Christian Church of God). Santo-

1

e*: Wednesdays, 8:00 PM and Saturdays
4:00PM. Venue: CSty Hotel, 9 Mapu Street;
oft Ben Yehuda. TaTAvh,.

General

PASSPORT
VOLVO, 855, 1995, station, 7 seats,
34,000 km., excellent eondflkm. Must sell
Tel 03-6991269.

Drive
\

larefiilly

England, India draw second Test
LONDON (Reuter) -The second test between England and India ended
in a draw at Lard’s yesterday. ’

• •
.

Scores; England 344 and 278-9 declared; India 429.
England leads the three-match series 1-0. ;

England first fanfogg 344' .

(J.Rassell 124,G.Tborpe 89; YPrasad
5-76)

India first mnmp 429 (S.Ganguly
131, RDravid 95)

England second inning* (overnight

113-2)

MAtberton b Ktuoble 17
AJStewart b Srinath $6
N.Hussain c Dravid b Srmath 28
PJdaran c Rarbore b Prasad 23
G.Thorpe c Rathore b Kumbfe 21
G.Hick c Mongia b Prasad g
RJrani c Mhambrey

. . 4]
J.RossclI lbw b Ganguly '

;
”
38

CXewis not out • 26

D.Codc c Aaharaddm b Rumble 1
A.MuIIaIIy not out «
Extras (b-1 lb-5 nb-5) u
Total (for nine wickets, declared)

Fall of wickets: M9 2-109 ^.1 14 a.
^lS76-16S7^4

9lroBowlu«: Srinath 29-8-76-2, Prasad
-4-8-54-2, Knmble 51-14-90-3

^
anguly

Mhambrey 14-3-47-

Match drawn

%s <̂^8tas“n - En8,a«'*’»
TWnd Test Trent Bridge ' My 4

Joseph Hoffman, Sports Editor
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CRITIC’S CHOICE
THEATER
Helen Kaye

MORE Russians are coming. This
time it's the 77-year-old Bolshoi
Dramatic Theater (formerly Gorky
Theater) from Sl Petersburg with
Friedrich Schiller’s tragedy Luisa
Miller, a sort ofGerman Romeo and
Juliet. When Ferdinand von Walther
(Mikhail Morozov) falls in love with
pretty young nobody Luisa Miller
(Elena Pbpova),his papa (BDT artis-
tic director Kirill Lavrov) gets seri-
ously upset. The young lovers never
have a chance.

The BDT fell foul of Stalin in die
’20s and ’30s and many of die artists

ended up in the Gulag. The brilliant

director Georgi Tovstanogov ran die
theater for 33 years from 1956.
Lavrov, who worked with
Tovstanogov fqr many years,
replaced him when he died in 1989.
Another Tovstanogov apprentice is

Gesher Theater artistic director
Yevgeny Arye. The BDT last visited
in 1990 with Uncle Vanya.
Luisa Miller is at the Noga Theater

in Jaffa tonight through Thursday at

8:30 p.m. (Russian with simultane-
ous translation into Hebrew.)

CLASSICAL MUSIC
MICHAEL AJZENSTaBt"
ITS Viva Espafla in Jerusalem as
Romanian-born Israeli maestro
Sergiu Comissiona leads the
Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra in

Chabrier’s Espana, Rimsky-
Korsakov’s Capriccio Espagnole
and die overture to Rossini’s The
Barber ofSeville as well as in music
by Granados and De Falla. Lucero Tena provides
a more authentic touch playing Spanish music for

orchestra and castanets by Scarlatti, Soler and
Albeniz. Tomorrow and Thursday at the Henry
Crown Symphony Hall in Jerusalem (8).

Comissiona did wonders with the orchestra last

week so do not miss this opportunity to hear him
lead the JSO in this magical Spanish evening.

CINEMA
ADINA HOFFMAN

THE BIRDCAGE - From its spangled

drag-show opening to the wedding at its close,

Mike Nichols's remake of the popular 1978

French farce La Cage Aux Folks is remarkably

Sergiu Comissiona leads the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra in an evening of music on atSpanish theme.

close to the original. Scene for scene, gag for gag.

The Birdcage barely swerves from the tracks set

down by that bittersweet puffpiece ofa film about

a couple of middle-aged homosexuals whose son

announces his intentions to marry die daughter of

a conservative politician. But with the action

transplanted knowingly from Sl TYopez to

Miami’s South Beach, with die characters turned

American and the off-screen realities ofthe last 20

years being what they are (AIDS, Pat Buchanan,

the right-wing push for “family values’'), die pic-

ture feels different at its core fromLa Cage - a lit-

tle more literal perhaps, but also a good deal more
dire. With Robin Williams, Gene Hackman and

Nathan Lane. (English dialogue, Hebrew subti-

tles. Parental guidance suggested.)

TELEVISION
CHANNEL

1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV

8:00 Moses in Jewish Trattifton 8:30
Literature 8:55 Looting at Arithmetic

925 Programs for young children 9:45
Stones in Arabic 10:00 Family
Relations 10:30 Literature 11:05
French 11:20 Mathematics 11:35
Scientists 11:45 English 11:55
Everything's Open 12:30 Science and
Technology 12£5 Geography 13:30
Scary Tales 13:45 Kitty Cat and
Tommy 14:00 Shahid Quack 1430
PBoni and his Friends 14:45 Fables ol

Babai 15:00 Zombit

CHANNEL 1

15:31 Captain Ptanet 16:00
Heartbreak High - Australian series
16:45 Zap to Dovele 16:59 A New
Evening 17:34Zap Live 18:15 News in

English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Apropos - current affairs 19:00
News in Arabic

HEBREW PROGRAMS
20:00 Mabat News 2Q£0 Lotto draw
Bve 2Ch55 Referendum 22:00 A Case
of Coincidence - Two-part Ruth
RendeO mystery about the murder of

the wife of a wealthy doctor, apparent-

ly vfctrn of a serial kSer. Starring Keith

Barron, Andrew McLachlan and
Caroline Bliss. 2255 Atlanta ’96 -
great moments In the Ofympc Games
23:30 News 00:00 European Soccer
Cup championship 0020 Verse of the

Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Sky High 14:00 Open Cards
15:00 Disney Time 16:00 The Bold

and the Beautiful 17:00 News maga-
zine with Rafi Reshel 1720 Fast Lara
18:00 Ruby 19:00 Lingo 19:30 The
Comedy Store 20:00 News 20:30
Ramat Aviv Gimme! 21:05 Fact with

WHERETO GO
Notices in this feature are charged at

NIS28D8 per fine, including VAT. Insertion

every day of the month costs NIS520.65

per fine, including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours

HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the

Mount Scopus campus, in English, daDy

Sun.-Thur.. 11 aun. from Bronfman
Reception Centra, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a. 9. 23, 261

28. For Info, can B82819.HADASSAH.
Visit the Hadassah installations, Chagall

Windows. TeL 02416333. 02-776271.

TELAVJV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anion

Roiand-Rossfiberg Collection 24 master-

pieces by modem artists. Fauvism Wild

Beasts. Josef Beuys Drawings and
Objects. Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yaacov Dorchkn:

Blocked Wett. Face to Face. The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ^RT-

1

Am You Artists Against violence:. 20
posters.

1

HtkrrsrWBetataysi'O&.rn.^ p.m.

Tne.'- 1

0

ra.W-1 0'pjri: Fri.rlS:h.m.^ pm.
Sat. 10 3 p.m. Meyerhof! An Education

Center, TeL 691 9155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS

6

Where koalas may be in

trouble (2.1.3-4)

8 Cunning youth initially

followed Quaker founder

<4)

9 Happy to accommodate a
Pole of chaste nature (9)

11 Average number joining

the Marines (4)

12 Greeting returned by a

woman (3)

13 Past scholar (9)

16 A retired Italian doctor

lacking sensitivity (4)

17 Jumper showing visible

signs of overexert!on! (71

18 Impersonation makes
Bohemian girl weep (7)

20

Metal sheeting used as a
contrast (4)

21

Usually popular with
military bigwig (2,7)

23 Can writer comeback? (3)

24 Suffered pain in. the neck
(4)

25 Discard conventions and
have humorist flogged
(3,4^)

29 Poem Rex wrote for

European banker (4)

30 Proposed to go on to

Summer Time (3,7)

DOWN
1 Risky venture to produce a
monocle? (4)

2 Opposed to setting a snare

3 Self-righteous boast of
Bantu warriors (4)

4 Airmen demolished a
country in Asia (7)

5

Another fresco outside the

dassroom(lO)

7 Overtime leads to
executive stress (9)

8 Banker at home in more
ornate surroundings (9)

10

Anyway, it’sjunk (3)

13 Introductory words result

in awkward situation
(3-2-3-2)

14 Low-alcohol drink of little

worth (5,4)

15 T^tiqg the police in and
spilling the beans (7,2)

19

Cause trouble by setting it

in stone (7)

22

Take food from brasserie

attendant (3)

26 Press very hard (4)

27 Offer to sell an eagle (4)

28 Spell “word” (4)

SOLUTIONS

aaaaaanaaQa
a a a a a e
aamaaaa Eaaaoasinaaaasa
aananaa aaasciQB
B b a m bub
tsaoEO naaTBuaoaam d
aanaaaaaaaana a a
naasnaE BinsnsaBsaaeacis
atnnanas saQaaan

a 0 s a
Qaasnaosaaaiyf.
ssterday's Quick Solution

OSS: I Wholly, 4 Office, 7
idlest, 9 Tree, 10 Shoo, 11

it, 13 Deadly, 141 Di«est. 15
md, 17 8*»oon. 19 Daunt. 20
. 22 loan, 23 Nectarine. 24

»L 25 Diaper.
VNt l Wanted, 2 Into. 3Jearfr,
(fend, 5 Faaa, S Exhort, 7 .

ftttern. 8 Thrceesnie. 11 Blend.
Ibet, IS ObUda. 18 17
red, IS Nuzaber, 21 Neck, 22

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Archaic (7)

5 Vexes (5)

8 Bury (5)

9 Resolute in
adversity (7)

10 Sweet white wine
(9)

12 Purpose (3)

13 Shrewd (6)

14 Apelike (6)

17 Female parent (3)

18 Oil-rigworker (9)

20 Revolving device

(7)

21 Crow (5)

23 Wanderer (5)

24 Meet
requirements (7)

DOWN
1 Assumed name (51

2 Incision (3)

3 Sincere (7)

4 Herbal infusion f6

5 Surface lustre <5 >

6 Profitable (91

7 Israelite king (7*

11

Final demand (9}

13 Firedog(71

15 Restrain (7)

16 Pride (61

18 Upbraided (51

19 Common fund (5)

22Bbolf3)

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

Jerusalem: Kupai Hofim Clafrt, Straus A, 3
Avigdori, 706660; Balsam, Salah e-Dtn.

272315; ShuataL Shualai Road. 810108;
Der Afdawa, Herod's Gate, 282056.

Tel Aviv: Benny, 174 DizengoA, 522-2386;

Kupat Holim Maccabi, 7 HaShla. 546-

5558. TUI 3 a-m. Wednesday. Jabcdnsky,

125 Ibn Gvirol. 546-2040. TIB midnight:

Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40 Enstein, 641-

3730; London Ministore Superpharm. 4
Shaui Hameiech, 696-0115.

Ra'anana-Ktar Sava: Kupat Holim
Maccabi, 49 HahayH Ra’anana. 907736.

Netanya: Kupat HoQm CteEt, (until mid-

night) 8 RazieL 603549; (after midnight)

31 Brodetzky, 628121.
Krayot area: Hayesod. 73 Keren Hayesod,

Kiryal BiaTtk. 870-4185.
Haifa: Kiryal Eliezer, 6 Mayerhofl Sq., 861-

1707.
Herzflya; ClaJ Phaim, Beit Merkazim, 6
Masttit (enr. Sderot Hagatim), Herzfiya

Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnlgftL

Upper Nazareth: Cla! Pharm, Lev Hair

MaB, 570468. Open 9am to 10 pm

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Bikur Holim (internal, odsJet-

rics); Shaare Zodek {surgery, ENT);
Hadassah Bn Kerem (orthopedics, pedi-

atrics, ophthalmology}.

Ttt Avftn Tet Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv

Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Lanlado.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101

Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 9tl

(Encash) m most parts of the country. In

addition:

Ashdod* 551333 Kfar Sava' 902222
Asnketon 551332 Naheriya* 912333
Beersheba* 274767 Netanya* 604444
Beit Shemesh 523133 Petah Tlkva'

9311111

Dan Region' 5793333 Rehovor 451333
Eilat' 332444
Rlshon' 9642333
Haifa’ 8512233 Sated 920333
Jerusalem* 523133 TelAW 54601 ii

KarmW 9985444 Tiberias* 792444
* MobBe intensive Care Unit (M1CU) ser-

vice In the area, around the dock.

Medical help tor tourists (in English)

177-022-9110

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-6529205, lor

emergency calls 24 hours a day, lor infor-

mation ip case of poisoning.

&an - Emotional First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 610303, Tel Aviv 5461111 (chil-

dren/youth 6961113). Haifa 8672222/3.

Beersheba 494333. Netanya 625110,

Kamniel 9888770. Kfar Sava 7674555.
Hadera 346789.

Wizo hotlines lor battered women 02-

8514111, 03-5451133 (also In Russian),

07-376310, 06-550506 (also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Aviv-

5234819. 5449191 (men), Jerusalem

255558, Haifa 8530533, EM 31977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676).

liana Dayan 22:00 Gov Night 23:05 X
Res OOiX) News 00:05 X Files, con-
tinued 00:20 StaBdng Back (1993) - A
14-year-old girl s stalked by an offbeat

young man. (89 mins.) 2:30 Nurses
2:55 On the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

15:00 Iris the Happy Professor 15:20
Captain Planet 15:40 Hot Shots 16:00
The Bob Morrison Show 16:35 Aff

17:01 French programs 19:30 News
Headlines 19:35 Encounter 20:00
Blossom 2025 Deep probe expecfc-

tions - documentary 21:10 Star Trek
22:00 News in English 22:25 For the
Love of Aaron - iilm about a cfrug-

addicted mother. 23:50 My Two Wives
-comedy

MIDDLE EAST TV

8:00 TV Shop 14:00 700 Club 14:30
Sprtog in Park Lane (1948) - An
impoverished aristocrat who faffs in

love with his employer's niece. Starring

Anna Neagle and Michael Wikting. (91

mins.) 16:05 Urban Peasants 16:30
Demis the Menace 1655 Mask 1720
Happiness 17:45 Blue Streak - docu-
mentary 18:40 The A Team 19:30
World News Tonight (Arabic) 20:00
CNN Headline News 20:30 America’s
Funniest Home Videos 20.-55 StarTrek
21:45 Father Dowling 22:35 The 700
Ckto 23:05 Larry King Live 00:00 TV
StK^hopOO Sh°PpinS 3:txj

CABLE
rrv3 (33)

17:00 Cartoons 17:30 On the Srde ot

Justice 18:30 From Day to Day 19:00

News in Arabic 19:30 International

magazine on the arts 20fi0 Mabal
News 20:45 Outstanding creations

21:00 Blah Blah - radio and TV dial
show 22:15 Showcase 22:45 Cinema
magazine 00.D0 Closedown

ETV 2 (23)

1530 Haydaze 16:00 Taktog Direction

1630 Great inventors 1735 Boulez:

20th-Century Music 18:00 Faces of

Cttiture 1830 On Second Thoughts
1930 Famiy Album 1930 FamOy rela-

tions 2030 A New Evening (Russian

subtitles) 2030 Welcome to France
21:00 Female Perspective 21:30
Tribute to Alvin Alev 2230 History in

the Making - the 1980s

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

830 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9.-00 One Life to

Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 1030 Days of Our Lives

(rpt) 1130 Peris Negra (rot) 12:10

Neighbors (rpt) 1235 Dallas (rpt) 1330
Staring at 130 1435 21 Jump Street

14:55 Falcon Crest 15:50 Days of Our
Litres 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dalas
1830 One Life to Live 18:45 The
Young and the Restless 1930 Local

broadcast 2030 Perta Negra 2030
Beverly HfiDs 90210 21:40 Death of a
Cheerleader (1994) - An unpopular

gbfs jealousy drives her to a terrible

deed. With Tori Spel&ng and Valerie

Harper (87 mins.) 23:10 Sapir 2320
Wkigs 23:45 Melrose Place 0035
Babylon 5 120 Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 Nazi Hunter The Beale
KEarSfeJcT Story rr986T(ipt) "ttlT'
Royal Wedding ( 1951) - a brotherand
sister n England for the wedding of

Princess Elizabeth find themselves tal-

ler by the marriage bug (rpt) 13:45

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Rasenerantz and
GuildersteJn Are Dead 5* To Plant a Tree

Together * RU>-Dub-Oub and the Fbixus

Dinner 8 * Ma’ateh Schools 8 G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mai (Maha)»788448 Grumpier
Old Men*Whlte SquaBtkAmerican QuRt

4:45. 7:1S, 9:45 Secret of Roan totsh

4:45, 7:15 * Executive Decision 9:45 *
Fargo 4:45, 9:45 *The Birdcage 7:15, 945
* Strange Days 430. 7:15. 10 * Primal

Fear430, 7:15, 10 ISRAEL MUSEUM
11 Postino 930 JERUSALEM THE-
ATER 20 Marcus SL « 617167 Nelly at M.

Amaud 930 * Before the Rain 7 RAV
CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecfier

Bukfing. 19 Ha’oman Sl. Tapia Now and
ThanttGirl 6«Oevfl In a Blue DresswThe
Juror 5, 730. 9:45 Toy Story (EngSsh

dialogue) 730 City HaU 9:45 * Bed of

Roses 5. 730, 9:45 * The Hunchback ol

Notre Dame (ErySsft dialogue) 5, 730, 9:45

Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St *
5772000 Heavenly Creatures 5, 7:45, 9:45

* Sabit Clara 7 * Nixon 9 DIZENGOFF
* 5172923 WWte SquaB*Uavlng Las

Vegas 11 ajn.. 1. 3. 5. 7:45. 10 The
Monster 1, 5. 10 DRIVE IN Executive

Decision 10 Sex Film 12 midnight

GAN HA’IR » 5279215 71 Ibn Gabirol St
PriscSa 230. 9:45 * Deed Man wasting

5. 730 GAT Last Dance 5, 730, 9:45

GORDON Eat, Drink, MartWoman 530.

7:45, 10 G.G. HOD 1-4 « 5226226 Hod
Passage, 101 Dttengotf St The
Birdcage*American OuitHrGrumpter

Men 5. 730. 10* Flargo 5, 730, 10 LEV
1-4*5288288 ShanghelTriad 12:15, 230,

5:15, 7:45, 10 Antonia’S Une 12 noon, 2.

4:45, 730. 9:45 * Le Hussard sur la ToS
12 noon * Secret of Roan &tish 1215.

215. 5:15. 7:45. 10 * Strange Days 2,

430, 7:15, 10 G.G. PFER American

QufttfcGrumpier MemtFSrgo 5. 730, 10

Strange Days 430. 7:15, 10 * The
Birdcage 5, 7:30, 10 RAV-CHEN*
5282288 DizengoB CemerThe Hunchback
of Notre Dame (Engfis/i dktogue)730. 9:45

*The Juror S, 730. 9:45 * Now andThen
5, 730. 9-A5 c«y Han 1 130 a.m, 230, 5.

730.945* Bed of Roses 1130 EUTL. 230.

5, 730, 9:45 *Toy Stery (EngSsh dialogue)

1130 ajrt, 230. 730, 9:45 * The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-
togue) 230. 5 * Toy Story (Hebrew dta-

bgue) 5 RAU-OR 1-5 « 5102674 Opera
House Mighty Aphrodite*Star Man*M
Postino *Girt 6*Devil in a Blue Dress 5.

7:30, 9:45 G.G. TAYELET 1-3 *
5177852 2 Yona Hanavi SL Sense and
SensfbBity*Executive Decision 7:15. 10

* Twelve Monkeys 730, 10 G.G. TEL
AVIV * 5281181 65 Pinsker SL Twelve
Monkeys 5, 730. 10 * Primal Fear 5. 7:30,

10 * Barb Wire 5. 730, 10 TEL AVIV
MUSEUM * 6961297 27 Shaui Hamelakh
BoiievaidNetlyetM.AmaudS.S, iQ

HAIFA ^
CINEMA CAF^ AMAMI * 6325755
Shanghai Triad*Star Man 7:15. 9:15
ATZMON 1-5 * 8673003 Barb
wire*Grumpter Men 430. 7. 930 *

S^6S*^5
l

S5aKTf^WE^
8383424 Pdp Fiction 7 * The usual

Suspects 930 ORLY* 8381888 Sense
And Sensfcility 630. 9:15 PANORAMA
1-3 * 8382020 The Blrdcage+Amarican

Qum 430. 7. 930 * Fargo 4:30, 7, 930
RAV-GAT 1-2 tr 8674311 [OS] The Juror

4:45. 7, 9.15 * The Hunchback of Notre

Dame (EngBstt dSabguB) 5, 7, 9:15 RAV-
MOR 1-7 » B416B98 [OS] Bed ot Roses

Seeing Stars 14:35 Find the Lady
(1976) - slapstick comedy with

Lawrence Dane and John Candy. (73
mins.) 16:00 Boundaries of the Heart

(1988) - romance m the Australian

Outbade (rpt) 17:40 La Fracture de la

Myocarde (1990, French) - a boy tries

to keep his mother's death a secret, so
he won’t be sent to an orphanage (99
mins.) 19:25 Gangland (1987) - Scott

Glen stars as a Prohfaition-era former
cop who goes bad (88 mins.) 21:00
The Hit Man (1991) - Chuck Norris

goes undercover. (73 mins.) 2220
Nighthawks (1981) - Sylvester
Stallone is a cop on the track of a ter-

rorist. With Rutger Hauer. Deeded by
Bruce Malmutn (99 mins.) 00:10
Reflections on a Crime (1994) - Mhni
Rogers as a femme fatale on Death
Row (rpt) 1 :4Q Hawks (1989) - two ter-

minally iff patients steal an ambulance
and go off in Amsterdam (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:05 Mot (rpt) 830
Detective Boogie (rpt) 9:05 Alice in

Wonderland (rpt) 9:35 Nib Holgerson

(rpt) 10:05 Family Ties (rpt) 10:35

California Dreams (rpt) 10:55 Saved by
the Bell (rpt) 11 :30 OnceThere Were ..

Inventors (ipt) 12rf» Hard Times on
Planet Earth (rpt) 12:45 Alvin and the

Chipmunks (rpt) 13:00 Surprise

Garden 13:35 Popcomia 14:00

Spiderman 14:35 ABce in Wonderland

15:05 N2s Holgerson 15:35 Hangin’

with Mr. Cooper 16:05 California

Dreams 16:30 Saved By the Be0 17:05

Wild Nature 17:30 Hard Times on
Planet Earth 18:15 Alvin and the

Chipmunks 18:35 Mot (rpt) 19:00

Detective Boogie (rpt) 1930 Three’s

Company 20:00 Married with Children

20:25 Roseanne 20-.50 The Ren and
Stimpy Show 21:05 Big Brother Jake
21:30 Drop the Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Scenes from a Marriage— part 4
22:50 The Wild Heart (1950) - a Welsh
girl marries the minster, but faffs in bve
with another. With Jennifer Jones and
David Farrar. Directed by Michael

Powell and Emeric Pressburger (79

mins.) 00:15 fcnru (1952, Japanese) -

An aging bureaucrat discovers he is

dying of cancer. With Takashi Shimura.

Directed by Akira Kurasawa (142

mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Poison

People (rpt) 1230 Far Flung Floyd (rpt)

13:00 Wild Country. Wild Horses 14:00

Open University 16:00 Poison People

(rpt) 16:30 Far Flung Floyd (rpt) 17:00

Wdd Country, W9d Horses (rpt) 18:00

Open Urwersfly 20:00 Bom Taking

21:00 National Geographic Explorer

22:00 Combat at Sea 22:50 Bom
Taking (rpt) 23:40 Open UnrvBrsrty

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00 NBC
News with Tom Brokaw 7:30 RN World
News 8:00 Today 10:00 Supershop
11:00 European Money Wheel 16:00

Morning Reports five from Waff Street

17:00 US Money Wheel 18:30 FT
Business Tonight 19:00 ITN News
19:30 Adventures 20:30 The Selina

Scott Show 21:30 Dateline 22:30 ITN
News 23:00 GiBette World Sports

23:30 Horse Racing 00:00 Tonight

Show with Jay Leno 1:00 Late Night

with Conan O'Brien 2:00 Later with

GregKinnear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Nanny and the

Professor 7:00 Mr. Belvedere 7:30 Yan
Can Cook 8:00 Entertainment Tonight

CINEMA
4:45, 7, 9:15 * Devil fai a Blue Dress 4:45.

7. 9:15 * Now and Then 4:45, 7. 9:15 *
The Juror 4:45, 7, 9:15 * Toy Story

(English dialogue) 7, 9:15 * Toy Story

(Hebrew dialogue) 4:45 * Girt 6 4:45. 7,

9:15 RAV-OR 1-3 » 8246553 [OS] Now
and Then 4:45. 7. 9:15 * DevH In a Blue
Dress 4:45. 7. 0:15 * Girt 6 7, 9:15 *
Dracula 4:45

AFULA
RAV CHEN * 6424047 Birds in Neutral

7. 9*30 * Witte SqualHrittghty Aphrodte
7,930
ARAD
STAR v 950904 Sense and SensibiRty

730 * Bart) Wire 10 The Last Dance
730. 10 * Shanghai Triad 7:30, 10
ASHDOO
G.G. GIL * 8847202 An Eya tor an
Eye*Barb Wire*Whte Squall*TWelve
Monkeys 5, 730. 10 * Executive Decision

430, 7:15, 10 G.G. OR! 1-3» 711223

The Birdcage 5. 7^0, 10 * Sense and
Senstomty*Prknal Few 430, 7:15. 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 White Squall*The
Birdcage*An Eye foran Eye 5, 730, 10 *
Primal Fear*Executlve Decision 4:30,

7:15, 10 RAV CHEN » 711223 Now
and Then*The Juror*DevB In a Blue
Dress 5. 730, 9:45 * Dracula 5, 730, 9:45

* The Last Dance S. 730, 9:45

BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 The
Bkdcage*Now and Then*The Juror 5,

730. 9:45 * White Squati 5. 7:30, 9:45 *
Primal Fear 4:45. 7:15, a45 * Up Close
and Personal 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 * II Postino

5.730.9*45
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Primal Fear*TWelve Monkeys
4:3a 7:15. 10 * Twelve Monkeys 7:15, 10

*WhiteSqual5, 730, 10RAV-NEGEV
1 -4» 235278 Now and Then 5. 730. 9:45

* Devil in a Blue Dress 5, 730, 9:45 *
Last Dance 5, 73a 9:45 * Dracula Deed
and Lovtog It 5 * The Juror730. 9:45

DEMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Executive

Decision 8
EILAT
KOLNOA BLAT TVrefve Monkeys 73a
10 * Barb Wire 730. 10 * Witte Squall

730.10
HADERA
LEV 1-4Sense and SensfeOlty 4:45. 7:15.

9:45 * Primal Fear*Antoniais Line 5,

730. 10 * Shanghai Triad 5, 730. 10

HERZUYA
COLONY CINEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN) «
8902666 Devs to Blue Dress*Star Man 6,

a 10 * Primal Few 730. 10 * Antonia's

Line 730. 9:45 + Fargo 10 * Dracula

7:30 DANIEL HOTCL The Birdcage

7:15, 9:45

KARMIEL
CINEMA 1-3 « 887277 Last Dance 7.

930 * Devil in Blue Dress 7, 930 *
Eecutive Decision 7, 930
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Grumpier
Men*White Squall 5, 730. 10 * Primal

Fear 4:30. 7:15. 10 * American
Quilt*Fargo*The Birdcages. 730. 10 *r

Strange Days 7:15, 10

KIRYAT\T BIALIK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 » 779166 Barb
Wlre*The Bhdcage*White
SquaU+Gnimpier Men 4:45, 7. 930 *
Primal Fear 4:45, 7. 9:30 * II

Postino*Sense end Sensibility 7. 930
+ Strange Days 7. 9:30 * Executive

Decision 7, 9:30 * Ace Ventura 4:45

KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GIL * 6905080 White Squall 430.
7. 9:30 * Barb Wire 7, 930 * Sense and

8:30 Gabrieile 9:30 Santa Barbara

10:30 Bold and the Beautiful 11:00

Oprah Winfrey 12:00 Remington
Steele 13:00 Yan Can Cook 13:30 0
TV 14:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles 14:30 The Black StaiDon 15:00

Lost in Space 16:00 Home and Away
16:30 Entertainment Tonight 17:00

M*A*S‘H 17:30 The Flying Doctors

18:30 The Extraordinary 19:30 Bold

and the Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara

21:00 Hard Copy 21:30 Baywatch
22:30 Cricket 23:30 Entertainment

Tonight 00:00 Oprah Winfrey 1:00

HardCopy 1:30 Home and Away 2:00

The Suffivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 7:30 Basic

Training 16:00 Booties in Motion 16:30

European Cup Soccer 17:30

European Cup magazine 18:15 The
Extreme Olympics 19:30 European
Cup Soccer 20:30 Snooker 21:30
European Cup magazine (rpt) 22:00

Argentinian League Soccer 23:30 The
Extreme Olympics (rpt) 00:45

European Cup magazine (rpt) 1:15

European Soocer

EUROSPORT

9:30 Motor Sports Magazine 11:00

Soccer European Cup (rpt) 13:00
Soccer. European Cup (rpt) 14:00
Karting: European Championships,
France 15:00 Triathlon: World Cup,
France 16:00 Soccer European Cup
(rpt) 18:00 Four-wheeled Vehicles:

races from Iceland 18:30 Atlanta *96

Preview 19:00 Athletics: 1AAF Grand
Prix, Finland - five 22:00 Boxing:

Competitions from England - live

CXhOO Snooker 1:30 Darts

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Car Racing 7:00 Tennis:

Wimbledon (rpt) 13:00 PGA Golf 13:30
Car Racing: Formula Nippon, Japan
15:00 Golf: European Tour 16:00
Wimbledon- five 22:00 Fuibol Mondial
2230 Boxing 00:30 Australian Rules
Football 1 :30 College League Baseball

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Artonio

Caldara: Stabat Mater Haydn:
Symphony no 48; Ravel’ Nfiroirs tor

piano; Cherubini: Lamentation on the

death of Joseph Haydn; Mendelssohn:
Quartet no2 inAminor op 13; Poulenc
Prayer tor the Black Virgin; Bartok:

Piano concerto no 2 12:00 Light

Classical - Hungarian and Gypsy
music 13.-00 Violinist Yehudi Menuhin

-

Bach: Concerto in D minor for 2 viofins

and orch; Brahms: Sonata in F minor

lor viola and piano op 120/1;

Chausson: Poeme for viofin and orch

op 25 14:06 Encore 15:00 From toe

Recording Studio - Uri Shoham,
Sharon Batzafi. Telemann: Sonata in A;

Mendelssohn: Scherzo from
Midsummer hfights Dream; Hindemith;

Canon Sonatina tor 2 flutes;

Hoffmaster Duet in B fiat; P. Taffanet

Grand Fantasy tor flute and piano

16:00 My Concert with Dalia

Rosenblum 18:00 New CDs - Aflegit

Miserere; Britten: Suite no 2 tor cello

solo; Franz Schmidt: Symphony no 4
2Ck05 From the Workfs Concert Hafls

- European Broadcasting Uraon 1995
season, Bratislava. Slovak RSO cond.

Robert Stankovsky - Martinu:

Memonai to Littice; E. Suchon:
Symphonic Fantasy on letters ol

Bach's name for organ, percussion and
strings; Sibelius: Symphony no 2 in D
op 43 22:00A Musical Journey

Sensibility 430. 7, 930
LOD
STAR Barb Wire*lt Postino 730, 10 *
Sense and Sensibility 7:15, 10

MEVASSEBET *JON
G.G. GIL Primal Fear 430. 7:15. 10 *
The Birdcage 5. 730. 10

NAKAR1YA
HECHAL HATARBUT City HaU 830
UPPER NA*ARETH
G-G GIL The Btrdcage+Barb
WtrenTwetve Monkeys 430. 7, 930 *
Primal Fear* Executive

Decision*Antonia's Line* White Squall

430, 7. 9:30

NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729

Fanjo*American Quflt*White Squall 5,

7-30. 10 * Primal Fear 430. 7:15. 10

NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5» 628452 Primal Fear 430,

7:15, 10 * Fargo*American Quilt*The

Birdcage*White Quilt 5. 730, 10 RAV
CHEN Now and Than*DevU in Blue

Dress 5. 730. 9:45 * The Juror 5. 730.

9:45 The Last Dance 5, 730, 9:45

OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN Executive DectekxVfcThe

Last Danca-fcCopycat 7, 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL An Eye for an Eye+The
Birdcage*Barb Wire* Primal Fear 5,

730.10

PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL White Squall 5, 7:30, 10

* Primal Fear 4:30, 7:15, 10 * The

Birdcage 5, 7:30, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 »
9340818 Sense and Sensibility 4:30,

7:15. 10 * Strange Days 430. 7:15. iQ

Shanghai Triad 5. 7;3D. 1

0

RA'ANANA
PARK Now and ThenPrimal Fear 5.

730, 10:15 * WWte Squall 5, 730 * The
Birdcage 5. 7:30 * The Juror 10:15 *
Fargo 10:15 * Star Man 5. 730
RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121 Now and
Then 5. 7;30, 9:45 The Birdcage*Bed
of Roses 5. 7:30, 9:45 * The Last Dance
9:45 Toy Story (EngSsh dialogue) 7:30

Toy Story (Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV-
OASIS 1-3 *6730637 The Juror*WhHe
Squall 5. 730. 9:45 * Primal Fear 4:45,

7:15.9:45

RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV » 5491979 II Postino 730.

930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 » 362864 Sense and
SensibiNty*Tha Birdcage*Whtte Squall

7.-15. 9:45 Grumpier Old Men 730. 9:45

RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 * 9619669 Primal

Fear*Strange Dsys*Twelve Monkeys

430. 7:15. 10 * White Squall*il Poatino

5. 7:30. 1 0 HA*AHAV The Birdcage 5.

730. 10 * American Quilt 730. 10 *
Grumpier Old Men 5, 730, 10 RAV
CHEN « 9670503 Devil In a Blue

Dress*The Juror 5. 730. 9:45 * Now
and Then 5. 730, 9:45 * Bed of Roses 5.

7:30, 9:45 RON twelve
Monkeys*Executive Decision*Sense
and Sensibility 7:30, 10 STAR 1-4 *
9619985-7 27 Ushinsky SL Fargo*Barto

Wirs*Bird3 in Neutral*Devil in Blue

Dress 730. 10
YEHUD
RAV-CHEN Savyomm Now and Then 5,

730. 9:45 * Devil In a Blue Dress 5. 730.

9:45 * Bed Of Roses 5, 730. 9:45 *The
Juror 5, 730, 9:45

Phone reservations: Tel Aviv 5252244

(OS] Phone reservations: Haifa 728878

AU times are pun. unless otherwise indi-

cated.



Two bombs explode
in security zone

No one hurt in blasts, but Hizbullah vows more attacks

TWO bombs exploded in the

same area of the security zone

yesterday afternoon, shattering a
lull in the righting which coincid-

ed with the duration of the Arab
summit in Cairo.

The first device was detonated

alongside an TDF convoy near
Bint Jbaii in the western sector of
the zone. It did not result in casu-

alties or damage.
A short time later, a second

device was detonated while South
Lebanese Army soldiers were car-

rying out searches in the area of
the first blast. There were no casu-

alties in the second incident either.

Meanwhile, ftizbullah leader

Sheikh Hassan NasraJlah vowed
in a speech in Baal beck on
Sunday that the organization

would continue its attacks against

IDF and SLA targets in the zone.

Nasrallah, whose comments
were carried in Lebanese newspa-

pers yesterday, also referred to the

recent Israeli elections and said he

DAVID RUDGE

preferred Binyarain Netanyahu as
prime minister to Shimon Peres.

“Although there is not much
difference between the two. Peres

was much more dangerous to

Arabs and Moslems," Nasrallah

was quoted as saying.

’“Netanyahu from day one has

told the Arabs not to waste his or

their time because there will be no
withdrawal from the Golan. Peres

talked for four years and laughed

at the world,” said Nasrallah.

“Netanyahu is a clear-cut enemy
and we prefer him as the enemy,

whereas Peres is an expert in how
to lie and deceive." he said.

Referring to the recent Arab
summit, Nasrallah criticized

Jordan’s King Hussein for “taking

a harsher stand against Syria than

against Israel.”

“No one is asking you Arabs to

use the tanks and planes you pur-

chased from America and Britain

to fight Israel, but we only hope

that King Hussein acts in as

manly a way against Israel as

against Syria,'* Nasrallah was
quoted as saying.

On the Lebanese front,

Nasrallah vowed that Hizbullah

would make Israel pay for the

deaths of Lebanese in ongoing
fighting over the years, including

those killed in the Kafr Kana
tragedy.

“He who kills will be killed. He
who destroys our homes will lose

his own home. If they kill our

children, we will kill their officers

and soldiers and teach them that

this is not a picnic ground for their

tanks, planes and bombs,” said

Nasrallah.

“it is not enough for us to ciy

and put flowers at the Kana ceme-
tery. We have to teach the Israelis

never to do anything like this,

ever. They have to leant that this

is not the same Lebanon that they

entered in 1982,” he said.

Police: A-G will get file on Eitan
A POLICE recommendation that

charges be filed against

Agriculture and Environment
Minister Rafael Eitan for his

alleged use of a classified army
document to blackmail a fellow

TV .iet Party member will soon

be turned over to Attorney-

General Michael Ben-Yair, police

sources said yesterday.

The rile was returned to police

two weeks ago by Ben-Yair, who
asked them" to clarify several

points so he can decide whether to

rile charges.

On Thursday, Eitan was ques-

tioned by police.

“We will turn our findings over

to the attorney-general soon.”

BILL HUTMAN

Inspector-General Assaf Hefetz

told reporters yesterday, after a

brief ceremony at which Internal

Security Minister Avigdor
Kahalani was welcomed to

National Police Headquarters.

Hefetz declined to comment
further on the case. Kahalani also

declined to comment, explaining.

"There are areas [in police work]

that I shouldn't interfere with ... I

am sure the issue is being dealt

with properly by the people who
are supposed to deal with it.”

Cmdr. Yossi Levy, head of
investigations, would only say he
was given strict orders from Ben-

Yair to prevent any leaks to the

media on the case.

Police completed their investi-

gation of Eitan several months
ago and forwarded a recommen-
dation to Ben-Yair that he be
charged. Eitan allegedly obtained

classified IDF files that contained

incriminating information against

aTsomet activist he wanted out of

the party, and threatened to make
it public if the activist did not

quiL

The activist, Asher Cohen, com-
plained to police, leading to the

investigation. Other Tsomet offi-

cials who allegedly misused IDF
documents are under investiga-

tion along with Eitan.
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French singer and movie star Charles Aznavour visits the Church of the Holy Sepulchre yesterday,

before taking part in last night’s gala performance opposite Jerusalem’s Old City, “To touch the

wall ... to touch the light.” The concert and light show inaugurating the new lighting system for the

Old City was organized by France’s Keren Or association as part of the Jerusalem 3000 celebra-

tions. French composer and conductor Michel Le Grand conducted the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra. •

. (Brian fendler)

60% of Kiimeret water

used for irrigation

DAVID RUDGE

n

AGRICULTURE continues to be
.

the biggest-drain on the country's

scarce water resources, despite

increased use of purified sewage

for irrigation.

According to statistics issued by

Mekorot yesterday, around 60
percent of die 1.4 million cubic

meters pumped daily from Lake
Kinneret into the National Water

Carrier (NWC) is being used for

irrigation rather than domestic

purposes.

The other 40 percent is used to

supply drinking water to cities,

towns, and villages in the Haifa,

Gush Dan, and Jerusalem regions,

and as far south as Mitzpeh

Ramon.
Experts note, however, that

more water is expected to be

needed for domestic use in the

coming years due to anticipated

population growth, while

resources are not increasing.

In fact, die level of water in the

Kiimeret at the start of the sum-

ToratEbetzYisrael

Every Third Leasing Deal in Israel

is Closed at Leumi Leasing
,And that's just one more of the many facts that make Leumi Leasing Israel's largest leasing company.

What are the advantages that make Leumi

Leasing Israel's preferred leasing company,

where every third leasing transaction takes

place? it starts with the low prices that

only Leumi Leasing an offer to its clients,

as it benefits from direct banking resources

!

without agency fees. It continues with

the fact that at Leumi Leasing a price is

j

a price without hidden extras or last

j

minute surprises. Furthermore, it's a given
1 fact that only a large company with

experience and professional expertise an
offer leasing for any purpose and for

almost every kind of equipment. And
that's not all, because we never forget i

that many companies around us are also Lr 6
trying to be No. l.Thus, in order for -

you to understand why every third L G 3
leasing deal in Israel is done at Leumi

Leasing, it's worth your while to

contact any Bank Leumi branch or call

Leumi Leasing: 177-022-7724. The largest

This book marks the first time

fiiat Rav Tzvi Yehuda Hacohen
Kooks lectures have been
translated into English. His

teachings on Torah, Emunah,
Ahavah, Eretz Yisrast, Zionism,

the Holocaust, GeuJa, and the

Mashiach, bring the
encompassing Torah of Eretz
Ytsrael into unparalleled light

The book's commentary brings

the reader into the Beit Midrash
of Rabbi. Kook, presenting an
intimate, understanding of his

vision and the unique era of

redemption which Rabbi Kook
inspired the nation to see.
Translated by Zvi Rshman.
Hardcover, 367 pp.
JP Special NIS 55.00 Inc. VAT,
packing and postage

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post,

FOB 81 .Jerusalem 91 000, a
Tel. 02-241282 g
Please send me Torat Eretz

YIsraeL Enclosed Is my check
lor NIS 55 per copy, payable to

The Jerusalem Post Credit
card orders accepted by phone.

meris 1-20meter^Iowih^niax-
imum marie and »6Q empower
than it was at this time last year.

The daily pumping from the

Kinneret into the NWC reduces

the lake's level by about one cen-

timeter per day. Some 35 percent

of this is used for irrigation in the

Sharon and Judea regions, from
Ramie to Kiryat Gat, and 25 per-

cent to the northern. Negev.

Rari Boaz, head of Mekorot 's

water resources department, noted

that the fresh water supplied by
the NWC to the northern Negev
supplements the 100 million cubic

meters of purified sewage piped to

the region each year from recy-

cling plants in the Gush Dan
region.

He said it would be possible to

reduce the amount of fresh water

supplied to die Sharon and Judea
regions if a similar pipeline were
built to take purified-sewage from
recycling units in the Jerusalem,

Lod, and Ramie districts.

Race track to

be built near
Rehovot

A SPANISH company plans to

invest $120 million to build a

track here forprofessional car and
motorcycle racing, it was
announced yesterday.

.

Israel Racing Club president

Baruch Shalir told reporters at a
Tel Aviv press conference the

track would be situated east of
Rehovot and extend over an area
of 1,000 dunams (250 acres). He
said 75 percent of the land is

owned privately and the remain-
der is stare land, which the Israel

Lands Administration' has
approved for motor racing.

Construction is to begin in the

year 2000.

According to a Tfechnion survey

cited by Sbalit, 17 percent of
Israeli women between ages 28
and 30 would be interested in see-

ing car and motorcycle racing.

The same survey found that most
people would be willing to pay up
to NIS 100 a ticket to.waich aa
international race here.-

It was also announced that the

country’s second dirt-track rally

woukJ take place July 27 at

Kibbutz Nahshonim. The 120km.'.

race is open to motorcycles and all-

terrain vehicles. (Mm)

Forecast Hotter and dryer than usuaL
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Winning cards

In yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis daily

Chance card draw, the lucky cards

were the king of spades. 10 of

hearts, jack of diamonds, and
seven of clubs.

‘Histadrut

used strike

fund for

wages’
MICHAL YUDELMAN

THE Histadrut illegally used

NIS 20 mflliOB from its strike

fund to pay its workers* wages a
few weeks ago, Israel Radio
reported yesterday. If true, this

practice violated the Histadrut’s

constitution, which states the

strike fund b solely to be used

for covering strike expenses.

Histadrut officials refused to

comment, but the affair was
described as ‘‘scandalous” by
senior Histadrut sources yester-

day. They said using the fund
for other purposes may leave

the Histadrut without its most
Qnportantweapon: the ability to

call a strike.

The BJstadrut’s previous lead-

ership was castigated for using
the strike fund for other pur-
poses and for the secrecy with

which fund transactions were
conducted. Under the protection

of this secrecy, Histadrut lead-

ers took millions of shekels from
the fund twice during the past
two years to raver Histadrut
debts.

The Histadrut’s new leader-

ship continued to cast a thick

cloak of secrecy over the fund’s
size, financial investments, con-
trol reports, and decision mak-
ing. They argued, like their pre-

decessors, that exposing these

details would reveal the scope of
their ammunition in battles with

employers.
Former Histadrut chairman
MK Hahn Ramon said at the

that fund money was used

responsibly and the fund did not
suffer any losses. But the

Histadrut leadership hastened

to approve new regulations and
to -appoint a new management
to ensme the fund’s proper han-
dling..-

‘

: Despite These measures, the

radio report said, when the

Histadrut had difficulty paying
its workers’ wages a few weeks
ago, it “borrowed” NIS 20m.
from the fund.
Histadrut executive member

Binyamin Gonen said wring the
-fund money was extremely
grave and demanded to know
who gave the order to do so.

_

“If they use this fund, the last
instrument left for workers*
causes, what will they do next
month to pay the workers’
wages, after they’ve sold the
Histadrut’s assets?” Gonen
said: “And what will they do if
they have to call a strike?”
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The largest leasing company in Israel

JEWS LAUGHED IN YIDDISH...
ip Hebrew, conversed in the local language.

'

Mazal Ibv DAVID PASSOW on the pub&crton of Ms new book
THE PRIME OF YIDDISH

wjhwe toexptawthrtibwit period prior toWortdWarfl

Hardcover, NIS 65-OOQncL mailing)
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